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With the explosive growth of online music data over the past decade, music infor-
mation retrieval has become increasingly important to help users find their desired
music information. Under different application scenarios, users generally need to
search for music in various ways with different information needs. Moreover, music
is inherently multi-faceted and contains heterogeneous types of music data (e.g.,
metadata, audio content). For effective multimodal music retrieval, therefore, it
is essential to discover users’ information needs and to appropriately combine the
multiple facets.
Most existing music search engines are intended for general search using textual
metadata or example tracks. Thus, they fail to address the needs of many specific
domains, where the required music dimensions or query methods may differ from
those covered by general search engines. Content analysis on these music dimensions
(e.g., ethnic styles, audio quality) are also not well addressed. In addition, fusion
methods of multiple music dimensions and modalities also tend to associate the
fusion weight to only queries and cannot achieve the optimal fusion strategy.
My research studies and improves multimodal music retrieval system from sev-
eral aspects. First, I study multimodal music retrieval in a specific domain where
queries are restricted to certain music dimensions (e.g., tempo). Novel query input
methods are proposed to capture users’ information needs. Then effective audio
content analysis is performed to improve the unimodal music retrieval performance.
Audio quality, an important but overlooked music dimension for online music search
is also studied. Given that multiple music dimensions in different modalities are re-
lated to a given query, effective fusion methods to combine different modalities are
also investigated. For the first time, document dependence is introduced into fu-
sion weight derivation, and its efficacy is also verified. A general multimodal fusion
framework, query-document-dependent fusion, is then proposed to extend existing
works by deriving the optimal fusion strategy for each query-document pair. This
iv
enables each document to combine its modalities in the optimal way and unleashes
the power of different modalities in the retrieval process. Besides using existing
datasets, several datasets are also constructed for the related research. Compre-
hensive experiments and user studies have been carried out and have validated the
efficacy of both the proposed approaches and systems.
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1.1 Background and Motivation
Music information retrieval (MIR), as defined by Stephen Downie, is ‘a multidisci-
plinary research endeavor that strives to develop innovative content-based searching
schemes, novel interfaces, and evolving networked delivery mechanisms in an effort
to make the world’s vast store of music accessible to all’ [Downie 2004]. Generally,
the MIR process involves user and music, two essential aspects that can significantly
affect how and how well relevant music is comprehended and retrieved in different
real-life music applications. From the user perspective, different people generally
have various music information needs and wish to search for music in different ways.
For example, most commonly, users want to find a particular song for listening. This
can be easily done by feeding music search engines (e.g., YouTube1, Last.fm2) the
song title and artist name. If users prefer certain kinds of songs (e.g., piano, cello
music) or have special needs (e.g., finding happy music pieces for a wedding party,
finding some energetic songs for running), they can also specify the required music
content aspects while searching. For example, MuMa 3 allows users to find music
with a particular genre, mood, era, etc. CompositeMap [Zhang 2009a, Zhang 2009c]
supports customization on four music dimensions: genre, mood, instrument and vo-
calness. From the music perspective, a music piece is generally associated with
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lent music source is audio content and the features information calculated directly
from it. Another important music source is the textual information. Some com-
mon textual metadata, such as title, artist, album, year of release, etc., are termed
editorial metadata as they generally originate from music experts or editors in the
industry. As social interaction becomes popular, more and more cultural metadata
(e.g., tags, comments) is also being created by normal users. Both kinds of meta-
data are widely used in existing music retrieval systems. Moreover, music videos
have become a popular and important music source viewed and shared by more and
more users online. Besides professional recordings or official releases, normal users
nowadays can also create, record, and upload their own recordings to the Internet
for sharing. This enriches the music data online but also introduces other prob-
lems, such as duplicate and low-quality videos. All these musically relevant data
sources are attracting much attention from the MIR community. To summarize,
both user requirements and relevant music information are complex given differ-
ent applications scenarios. Therefore, how to accurately capture and understand
users’ information needs, how to represent and analyze music content, and how to
effectively retrieve the desired music are key problems of music retrieval.
Much of MIR research has been geared towards understanding users and music
better and developing more effective algorithms to facilitate music search. Multime-
dia conferences, e.g., ISMIR (International Society for Music Information Retrieval),
have been instrumental in promoting MIR research, and more and more music re-
trieval systems are built to serve users. However, existing systems still face a number
of challenges.
 Generalized vs domain-specific music retrieval. Existing music search
engines (e.g., YouTube, Last.fm) mainly focus on general search scenarios for
common users. Thus, simple query methods (e.g., search by textual keywords)
and popular music dimensions (e.g., search by genre, mood) can be adopted
to search for music. However, in some specific and novel applications, such
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as music composition and music therapy, the desired music dimensions can be
specific and different from those supported by existing music search engines.
For example, DJs may need to find songs with a particular tempo. Similarly,
patients with Parkinson’s disease also need to find songs with specific tempi
that match their walking speed for gait training. However, tempo is neither
reliably available as textual metadata nor addressed by popular music search
engines. Therefore, besides conventional ways of music search, novel user
interfaces and retrieval systems need to be developed to obtain and meet
users’ information needs in specific domains. Approaches to address key music
dimensions must also be developed.
 Guarantee sufficient data quality. Nowadays, online music has become an
important resource used by more and more music retrieval applications. Be-
cause online music generally stems from a wide range of information sources
(e.g., video sharing websites, music blogs) created in various ways (e.g., pro-
fessional releases, live recordings through mobile phones) by different users
(e.g., musicians, amateurs), the quality of both textual metadata and audio
varies significantly from piece to piece. For instance, a song at a live concert
event can be recorded by different users under various recording circumstances
(e.g., locations, ambient noises, recording devices), resulting many versions of
recordings with different qualities on video sharing websites. However, there
is very little quality control available for music data. For example, YouTube
provides a quality-related filter function named ‘HD’ to help users find high
quality videos. However, it mainly relies on matching with the metadata as-
sociated to music. The quality of the audio content, on the other hand, is
rarely addressed. The retrieval process of existing music retrieval systems also
focuses on ranking music by relevance or popularity, and does not consider
the audio quality aspect. Therefore, it is possible that top relevant music
tracks have bad audio quality, while some newly uploaded relevant tracks are
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ranked low despite having good quality. Moreover, although intensive audio
quality assessment research has been carried out in codec/network testing and
comparing, these approaches generally require both original (reference) and
degraded signals, and they cannot be directly applied to the large amount of
online music recordings, especially live music recordings, in a retrieval process.
Since users prefer music with better audio quality, automatic audio quality
assessment of online music recordings becomes necessary for building better
music databases and music retrieval systems.
 Identify and combine all relevant information sources describing mu-
sic. As music is inherently abstract and multidimensional, multiple dimen-
sions in different modalities may be relevant to a given query. Appropriately
combining these relevant modalities has become an important approach for
boosting the retrieval performance in MIR research. For example, suppose a
user wants to find a song by RadioHead using the query “RadioHead”, textual
modalities (e.g., metadata, tags and comments) remain the dominant modal-
ities for matching this query, while no significant connections can be made
between this query and audio content. However, if the user wants to find a
“violin” song, both textual metadata and audio content need to be considered,
since “violin” could appear in textual metadata and be identified from content
analysis as well. Examples also exist for other multimedia documents. For
instance, a web retrieval system generally considers both body texts and links
to measure the similarity between web pages [Kang 2003]. Textual metadata
(e.g., titles, tags, descriptions) and content features (e.g., motion intensity)
are combined to rank or re-rank videos or images [Yan 2004, Olivares 2008].
Under various query contexts, different modalities may be selected and com-
bined in different ways to meet the information needs. Earlier multimodal
fusion works derive a unified fusion strategy and apply it to every incoming
query (e.g., [Shaw 1994, Bartell 1994, Ngo 2007]). More recent research starts
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to distinguish query focuses and derive different fusion strategies for different
classes of queries (e.g., [Chua 2004, Yan 2006, Xie 2007]). The latest work
[Zhang 2009b] is able to derive a fusion strategy for each query. However, all
these approaches derive multimodal fusion weights by considering only query
dependence, and the effectiveness of document content in the fusion process
is not studied.
Many other challenges (e.g., music representation, concept estimation, adaptiveness
to users, evaluation) also exist along the process of music information retrieval, but
they will not be the subject of this thesis.
1.2 Research Aim
This thesis mainly addresses the above three challenges in multimodal music retrieval
systems. The literature review (detailed in Chapter 2) confirms that domain-specific
music retrieval is not well addressed due to the specific information needs from
users and the insufficient analysis of music on specific dimensions. Despite the large
amount of music resources online, music data related to specific music dimensions
(e.g., tempo, quality) are either rarely available or biased and noisy. Moreover,
existing fusion methods of multiple modalities are still far from mature and often
fail to produce satisfactory results to meet users’ information needs. Thus, further
work needs to be conducted on the above areas in order to improve the performance
of MIR systems and to better adapt them to different real-life applications.
My research aims to explore and propose effective content analysis and multi-
modal fusion approaches to retrieval songs with high relevance and audio quality.
I first develop a multimodal music retrieval system for therapeutic gait training to
explore the approaches and challenges of music retrieval in specific domains. Spe-
cific music dimensions, including tempo (and tempo stability), ethnic style, beat
strength, are studied. Then, I investigate audio quality, another dimension that
matters to users when searching for music online. A no-reference audio quality as-
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sessment method is proposed, which can estimate the audio quality from multiple
aspects. The proposed audio quality assessment method can not only help to build
qualified music databases but also be fused into similarity measure or (re)ranking
music for better retrieval results. Given multiple relevant music dimensions in dif-
ferent modalities, I also develop a general multimodal fusion framework, query-
document-dependent fusion, which enables different modalities to be fused in the
optimal way for each query-document pair. To summarize, this thesis seeks to:
 broaden the scope of music retrieval and explore approaches and challenges of
multimodal music retrieval in specific domains;
 assess audio quality automatically based on music content analysis to ensure
the quality of retrieval results in MIR systems;
 investigate effective multimodal fusion approaches to combine different modal-
ities in the optimal way.
Investigating music retrieval in a specific domain can help discover useful music
characteristics and dimensions neglected by general music search. Novel approaches
need to be proposed to analyze music data on these dimensions. Studying different
music dimensions helps to understand music data better and inspires novel methods
of query input and result retrieval. The proposed audio quality assessment method
requires no reference signal and thus can be easily applied to existing music retrieval
applications. The general multimodal fusion framework sheds light on how to com-
bine different modalities for any given query-document pairs. Not limited to music,
the proposed framework can also be applied to other multimedia documents, such
as images and videos.
1.3 Methodology Overview
The basic principle of a multimodal retrieval system is that: multiple music dimen-
sions in different modalities may contribute to the information needs conveyed in a
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given query. For every specific domain, the required music dimensions and modali-
ties need to be appropriately identified and fused, so that more relevant music with
good quality can be retrieved.
I now present an example multimodal retrieval system using a decision-level
fusion (late fusion). Given a query qi, suppose n modalities are related. There are a
total of n unimodal retrieval experts to rank and retrieve relevant documents that
match qi on different modalities. Let Di;k denote the document set returned by
the k-th retrieval expert and Di =
nS
k
Di;k = fdi;1; di;2; :::; di;j ; :::g the set of unique
documents associated to qi. To rank the documents, a fusion score bSi;j is calculated





i;j  Si;j ; (1.1)
where Si;j = [Si;j;1; Si;j;2; :::; Si;j;n]T is the ranking score vector of di;j over different
ranked lists, and Wi;j = [Wi;j;1; :::;Wi;j;n]T (0  Wi;j;k  1 and
P
kWi;j;k = 1) is
the fusion weight (or fusion strategy). It can be seen that both ranking score and
fusion weight are critical in determining the fusion score of a document.
A better ranking score requires that each unimodal retrieval expert is able to
rank music documents according to how each document matches the given query on
the required music dimension. Therefore, effective content analysis methods need to
be developed in order to accurately capture the similarity between queries and doc-
uments. The fusion weight requires that the importance of different dimensions and
modalities to be correctly measured. Improving the retrieval performance of each
unimodal retrieval system and learning appropriate fusion weights are both impor-
tant aspects to boost music retrieval performance. My research work is conducted
based on both aspects aiming to improve the retrieval performance in different music
retrieval applications.
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1.4 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are introduced in three core chapters (3, 4, 5).
They are, respectively:
 the development of a domain-specific music retrieval system for therapeutic
gait training [Li 2010, Li 2012]. The basic principle is to help music therapists
find suitable music for patients in gait training, so that patients can easily
walk on music beats to improve their walking ability. The required music
should not only have a stable tempo which matches patient’s walking speed,
but also be familiar to patients and easy to follow. Thus, three music dimen-
sions, including tempo (and tempo stability), ethnic style, and beat strength,
are identified for effective music retrieval. This work then develops novel query
input methods and focuses on evaluating and improving the content analysis
methods on these music dimensions based on state-of-the-art algorithms. A
user perception-based method is proposed to reduce the double/halving oc-
tave errors made by most tempo estimation algorithms. As no benchmarking
dataset is available, I have established a music dataset with annotations on
ethnic styles, tempo, beat strength, and music speed perception. Experiments
with music therapists demonstrate both the effectiveness and utility of the
proposed system. To the best of my knowledge, this work is the first attempt
to address the music retrieval needs of in this domain.
 the development of a no-reference audio quality assessment method through
audio content analysis [Li 2013]. This work focuses on the large amount of
live music recordings online and automatically assesses audio quality of these
recordings from their audio content without comparing with reference au-
dio signals. Audio quality assessment procedure is formulated as a ranking
problem. Different learning-to-rank approaches together with various audio
feature sets are used to tackle this problem. Two music data collections are
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constructed for this study: a collection of 500 live music recordings with hu-
man annotations obtained via a web-based interface and a database of 2,400
synthetically altered live music recordings in 8 different quality conditions.
Both objective and subjective evaluations demonstrate the effectiveness and
the usability of the proposed framework.
 the development of a general multimodal fusion framework, query-document-
dependent fusion (QDDF), which considers both query and document de-
pendences to combine multiple music dimensions and modalities in retrieval
[Li 2011, Li 2014]. First, I propose a descriptive ability-based method to
derive the document-dependent weight for each document. By integrating
this weight with equal query weights, document-dependent fusion (DDF) has
demonstrated the efficacy of document content in fusion weight derivation
[Li 2011]. Second, according to how fusion weight adapts to queries and doc-
uments, the general fusion framework, QDDF, is proposed which can derive
the optimal fusion strategy for each query-document pair [Li 2014]. Existing
multimodal fusion approaches have been formalized and demonstrated that
they are all special cases of QDDF. To derive the fusion weight of QDDF, two
approaches have been proposed. The dual-phase QDDF formalizes the previ-
ous approach [Li 2011] and explicitly derives and fuses query- and document-
dependent weights. The regression-based QDDF determines the fusion weight
for a query-document pair via a regression model derived from training data.
Comprehensive experiments have been conducted to evaluate the proposed ap-
proach with all existing approaches. Results indicate that the regression-based
QDDF is superior in handling single-dimension queries. In comparison, the
dual-phase QDDF outperforms existing approaches under most query types.
While QDDF mainly relies on query-dependent weights, document-dependent
weights are shown to be instrumental in enhancing multimedia fusion perfor-
mance. In addition, efficiency analysis demonstrates the scalability of QDDF
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over large-scale datasets.
Research works related to all the above three aspects are reviewed in Chapter 2.
Chapter 6 concludes this thesis.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
Music retrieval is an important topic in the multimedia research community. With
the goal of building a better multimodal music retrieval system, this chapter first
introduces different types of music data in the music information space. Given
music data, different music search strategies used by existing search engines are
introduced. Then, focusing on the specific music dimensions that are studied in
my research, I review how they are addressed in existing approaches. Multimodal
fusion of different music dimensions and modalities, as one of the key problems in
the retrieval process, is then explained in detail.
2.1 Music Information Space
Music is inherently abstract and multimodal. During the last twenty years, re-
searchers in signal processing and multimedia communities have developed numer-
ous techniques and approaches to describe and represent music. Music contains
different types of data (e.g., audio, lyrics, music video, score) that describe music
from different perspectives. Generally, a piece of music is associated with a lot of
textual metadata, such as title, artist, lyrics, tags, etc. Audio content is a basic
type of music data that users listen to, and it is also one of the main focuses in MIR
research. Music videos incorporate both audio content and visual information and
have recently attracted more and more research attentions. Given each of the above
data type, music can be represented using information with different levels of ab-
stractions, such as low-level signal features (e.g., word frequency, energy, color) and
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high-level content objects (tags, rhythm, motions) [Celma 2008]. A comprehensive
review of graphic music scores and video clips are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Here, I focus on introducing two frequently used data types: metadata and audio
content.
2.1.1 Metadata
Metadata refers to the textual descriptions associated to music and can be considered
as the driver of MIR systems. Many existing music service systems just rely on
providing reliable metadata for music collections, so that users can search and enjoy
music easily. Music metadata can be classified into two categories: editorial and
cultural metadata [Pachet 2005].
 Editorial metadata consists of information manually entered by experts or
editors in the process of music composition and publishing. Editorial meta-
data includes basic creation and production information about the artist(s)
and the music (e.g., song title, album, year of release). According to Pachet
[Pachet 2005], editorial information may not necessarily be objective. Infor-
mation relates to music content and cultural properties (e.g., genre, style)
may also be included. For example, Pandora1 is a metadata-driven music
system, which uses detailed human-input track-level metadata to describe the
cultural properties of music. However, manual production of metadata is time-
consuming, expensive, and thus hard to scale.
 Cultural metadata is often conveyed in the huge amount of data gathered from
users. As web technology proliferates and matures, normal users can easily
express and share their musical judgments and opinions online using tags or
comments, thereby generating massive amount of social data. Cultural meta-
data can be considered as an aggregation of subjective feedbacks of music
at the track level. Some common classes of cultural metadata include music
1http://www.pandora.com/corporate
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genre, style, mood, emotion, and so on. Cultural metadata can be collected via
different ways. For example, Turnbull et al. [Turnbull 2008] present five ways
to collect artist annotations, including mining web documents, collecting so-
cial tags, developing annotation games, conducting surveys, and auto-tagging
audio content. User interaction information, such as ratings and the number
of times a particular track is played, can also be collected. These data sup-
plement music textual information and also prompt researchers to use them
to further probe into various aspects of music [Whiteman 2002].
Most existing music services draw on the combination of editorial and cultural meta-
data. Metadata can be represented as plain text, and traditional text retrieval
methods can be applied for efficient music organization, retrieval, etc.
2.1.2 Audio Content
Audio content is another basic component of music data. In content analysis, audio
signals are reduced to features at different levels of abstractions. For example, audio
content is generally represented by low-level signal features capturing the character-
istics of audio signals. These features can be physical features (e.g., sampling rate),
time/frequency domain features (e.g., zero-crossing rate, spectral flux) extracted
from audio frames, or statistical measures based on the distributions of features.
Despite the variety of low-level features and the accuracy of how they represent the
original audio signals, none of them is comprehensible to the end users. Therefore,
low-level signal features and their aggregate representations generally function as
the first step for obtaining higher-level representations and descriptions in music
data analysis.
Content objects provide higher-level descriptions of audio content and are much
more intuitive to end users. These high-level content descriptions include tim-
bre/instrument, melody, rhythm, pitch, harmony, key, structure, lyric, etc., all of
which the user can straightforwardly include in their queries. This greatly increases
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the number of dimensions by which people search for music and also complements
the metadata-based music search methods. However, extracting such high-level de-
scriptions is not a trivial task due to the complexity of audio content. There is no
direct assignment of certain signal features to a particular high-level description.
For example, what music features evoke certain music emotions, or how differently
tempo may be perceived are still left as open questions for further research. Thus,
comprehensive content analysis for estimating high-level descriptions has been one
of the key cruxes of MIR research. Different content analysis tasks (e.g., beat track-
ing, mood recognition) have been carried out aiming to derive different high-level
content descriptions from low-level signal features. MIREX (music information re-
trieval experimental exchange)2 provides a framework for evaluating algorithms in
different content analysis tasks.
2.2 Searching Strategies
Many music retrieval systems have been created to support music search using dif-
ferent query methods. Based on the types of query inputs, existing search strategies
can be grouped into two categorizes: query-by-description and query-by-audio.
2.2.1 Query-by-Description
The query-by-description method allows users to search for music using textual
queries, which are keywords relating to the textual metadata (described in Section
2.1). For example, song titles and artist names are widely used to search for music
when the desired track information is known to users. Most existing music retrieval
systems support query-by-description. For instance, commercial systems, such as
AllMusic3 and Yahoo!Music4, support music retrieval by different music metadata
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or themes. Pandora is another metadata-driven music system where users provide
the preferred artist or song information in order to create a radio station. Search-
Lyrics.com5 and Lyrics.com6 allow users to find music by lyrics, which is helpful
when only a few keywords or lines of lyrics are known to the user. Acoustic meta-
data, such as genre, instrument, and tempo, which can be easily understood by
human, are also used in Muma, Musicovery 7, etc. As more and more social context
information (e.g., tags, comments, music reviews) are being created, some music
retrieval systems, such as Last.fm and Amazon music search 8, start to focus on
music retrieval using social context information.
Query-by-description is easy and intuitive for users, but the performance is very
sensitive to the quality of the textual information associated to music. This draw-
back is exacerbated by the prevalence of spelling errors and inconsistencies found in
user-generated data (e.g., tags, comments). Moreover, the performance of different
music services is also limited to the available metadata. For example, information
on music dimensions, such as tempo, may rarely appear in the metadata or be
annotated by users due to the subjectivity and the variability of tempo assessment.
2.2.2 Query-by-Audio
Query-by-audio methods support music retrieval using example tracks or music fea-
tures. For example, the example track could be an existing song in a user’s library or
clips created by users through recording (e.g., Shazam9), humming (e.g., Midomi10),
tapping/clapping/clicking (e.g., SongTapper11, [Yi 2011]), etc. An overview and
evaluation of additional query-by-example methods (specifically query-by-humming)
are presented by Dannenberg et al. [Dannenberg 2007]. While such methods are
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they assume that users can provide such example tracks. Furthermore, the retrieved
music may not adhere to the necessary feature dimensions (e.g., tempo, instrument)
required in a particular application. Some recent research addresses this by allowing
users to specify certain music dimensions along with the query track [Zhang 2009a].
However, these methods require users to have background knowledge in music and
a clear search intention of the desired music dimensions, but most of the times that
is not the case. Moreover, it is also difficult for such systems to scale to a large
number of music dimensions in different music retrieval applications.
Some unconventional search methods have also been proposed to help users in
specific domains to find desired music. For example, some systems support auto-
matic music retrieval based on user’s context information, such as the environment
(e.g., location, noise, time), user’s activities (e.g., walking, running), etc. The con-
text information can be input by users or automatically derived/detected using
mobile devices or sensors. Music which matches the given context is then automat-
ically retrieved. For example, Masahiro et al. [Masahiro 2008] proposed a system
to automatically select music which matches runner’s step frequency. Similar re-
search work includes MPTrain [Oliver 2006c, Oliver 2006b, Oliver 2006a], Personal-
Soundtrack [Elliott 2006], [Wang 2012], etc. These methods use detected or inferred
information as input and address the music needs in different music retrieval ap-
plications. However, the performance of such systems is generally limited by the
estimation accuracy of context detection. There are also some needs in the music
therapy domain where music is used for therapeutic purposes, such as gait train-
ing. In these cases, user’s context or activities (e.g., step frequency) can generally
be measured accurately by music therapists. However, songs or music dimensions
required for different therapeutic purposes can be specific. For example, to create
a user friendly and effective gait training environment, the retrieved music should
have not only the required tempo, but also be stable or of a particular style. To
the best of my knowledge, most of the music searching tasks in music therapy are
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carried out manually and no suitable music retrieval structures have been developed
for such purposes.
Generally, different user cases or domains require different query methods to
be developed. Given each query, multiple types of music data may be relevant. A
music retrieval system needs to analyze various types of music data or combine them
to retrieve the matched tracks. The above two cases indicate that audio analysis
either alone or as a complement of metadata is of critical importance to describe
and represent music, so that music which matches a given query can be effectively
retrieved. In the next section, I outline different audio analysis tasks and approaches.
2.3 Audio Analysis
As discussed in Section 2.1.2, one of the goals of MIR research is to derive high-level
content descriptions from the low-level signal features. Different content analysis
tasks (e.g., beat tracking, chord/key recognition) have been carried out, to transform
music signals into more intuitive representations for users. Audio analysis can also
help to propagate human annotations (e.g., genre, mood, style) to more tracks for
effective music search on large-scale datasets. General content analysis tasks include
music genre and mood classification, tempo estimation, composer identification, etc.
A list of these tasks can be found in MIREX and a comprehensive review is presented
in [Casey 2008]. This thesis does not address all these tasks but four popular and
important music dimensions, including tempo, beat strength, ethnic style, and audio
quality.
2.3.1 Tempo Estimation
Computational music tempo estimation attempts to replicate the psychophysical
phenomenon of an inferred regularity of a predominant beat level heard within
a piece of music. Beat is the regularly occurring pattern of rhythmic stresses in
music. Tempo, in beats per minute (BPM), represents the rate of the beat at a
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given metrical level [Gouyon 2005].
Much research has focused on automatic tempo estimation. Gouyon and
Dixon [Gouyon 2005] presented a comprehensive review on tempo estimation al-
gorithms. At International Conference on Music Information Retrieval (ISMIR
2004), a large-scale evaluation was conducted among several tempo estimation algo-
rithms [Gouyon 2006]. The state-of-the-art tempo estimation results can be found
on MIREX.
Generally, automatic tempo estimation algorithms are comprised of three steps.
First, an audio signal is parsed into series of features, such as onset features (e.g.,
time, duration, amplitude) and frame-level features (e.g., energy, spectral flatness).
Second, pulse induction is then conducted to highlight the intrinsic periodicities of
the above features. Many pulse induction methods have been studied, such as au-
tocorrelation (e.g., Davies et al. [Davies 2009], Ellis [Ellis 2007]), comb filterbank
analysis (e.g., Scheirer [Scheirer 1999], Klapuri et al. [Klapuri 2006]), self-similarity
analysis (e.g., Foote and Uchibashi [Foote 2001]), inter-onset interval (IOI) his-
togramming (e.g., Dixon [Dixon 2007]), etc. Third, parsing the periodicity functions
to identify the most likely period. This is generally achieved using peak-picking al-
gorithms, which can pick the highest peak (e.g., Foote and Uchibashi [Foote 2001]),
or pre-select several prominent peaks and pick the best one later (e.g., “DixonT” and
“TzanetakisH” algorithms described in [Gouyon 2006]). For algorithms depending
on beat tracking output, tempo can be achieved as the mean (e.g., “DixonT” algo-
rithm described in [Gouyon 2006]) or median (e.g., Klapuri et al. [Klapuri 2006]) of
the inter-beat intervals.
These state-of-the-art tempo estimation methods are capable of providing reli-
able tempo calculations even during challenging passages marked by features such
as expressive timing or competing rhythms. However, most of them suffer from the
error of estimating tempo on different metrical levels. For example, for a song with a
tempo of 90 BPM (beats per minute), these algorithms may produce an estimation
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of 90 BPM, 180 BPM, or even 60 BPM. Especially, the doubling/halving problem
must be solved for effective music search. Moreover, most of these algorithms are
tested using Western music, and their performance on other music styles are unclear.
2.3.2 Ethnic Style Classification
Music ethnic style is deeply embedded in music creation, performance and interpre-
tation. People from different ethnic backgrounds tend to prefer music with different
ethnic styles, and this phenomenon is especially evident among the elderly. There-
fore, it is useful to differentiate the ethnic styles of music, so that music search
or recommendation services can serve different users better. As described in Sec-
tion 2.1.1, much cultural information (e.g., tags, comments) has been generated
nowadays by more and more users. However, most of the cultural information col-
lected so far only describes the genre, mood, or styles of predominantly Western
music. Music ethnic information rarely appears in metadata and has received rela-
tively little attention from researchers.
So far, most musical ethnic information is labeled manually. In recent years,
researchers start to address this problem using automatic content-based approaches.
Many music features, such as timbre, rhythm, pitch, and wavelet coefficients, are
investigated by many researchers (e.g., Tzanetakis and Cook [Tzanetakis 2002a], Li
et al. [Li 2003]). While most studies have focused exclusively on Western music,
very few have addressed non-Western music. Norowi et al. [Norowi 2005] explored
multiple factors affecting genre classification for Western and Malay music. Pandey
et al. [Pandey 2003] adopted heuristic transcription and hidden Markov models to
identify traditional Indian Raga. Liu et al. [Liu 2009b] proposed musicology-related
features to differentiate Western and Chinese music and combined them with timbre,
rhythm, and wavelet-based features to classify music into six ethnic styles: Western,
Chinese, Japanese, Indian, Arabic, and African.
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2.3.3 Beat Strength Detection
Beat strength describes the prominence of a beat within a piece of music. It can
help to determine how well listeners can perceive the induced rhythm and discrimi-
nate songs with the same tempo. For example, an Electronic Dance track is likely
to have a higher beat strength than a Classical piece with the same tempo. Beat
strength related characteristics have been implicitly used in beat detection algo-
rithms and also shown to be an important feature in music classification and retrieval
[Tzanetakis 2002a].
Tzanetakis et al. [Tzanetakis 2002b] explored the perceptual characteristics of
beat strength and then proposed two automatic beat strength measures based on
these characteristics. They built a histogram of the autocorrelation coefficients
extracted from the onset curve and calculated beat strength as either the sum of all
bins of the histogram or as the peak value divided by the main amplitude.
Another study on beat strength [Lartillot 2008], where it is termed pulse clarity,
measures how easily people perceive short-term rhythmic characteristics. Lartillot et
al. [Lartillot 2008] established a composite pulse clarity model that integrates mul-
tiple onset detection and autocorrelation algorithms. Different pulse clarity measure
methods can be generated by selecting different parameter settings in this model.
This method is available in the MIRtoolbox [Lartillot 2007b].
2.3.4 Audio Quality Assessment
As online music becomes an important source for music services, audio quality has
become an important measure for end users. However, audio quality assessment
itself is not a new problem.
Initially, the assessment of sound quality was carried out through subjective tests
only [Int 1997, Int 2003b], in which a group of subjects rated the overall quality of
a test sound (distorted signal) against the reference sound (original, undistorted
signal) using a five-point score (Table 2.1) based on the ITU-RBS.1284 standard
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Table 2.1: A five-point grading scale for subjective sound quality test
Score Quality Impairment
5 Exellent Imperceptible
4 Good Perceptible but not annoying
3 Fair Slightly annoying
2 Poor Annoying
1 Bad Very annoying
[Int 2003a]. Although subjective test yielded reliable results, it was expensive and
time-consuming. Therefore, methods were proposed to assess sound quality objec-
tively and automatically.
At first, the objective methods compared the reference sound and the test sound
using traditional measures developed purely from engineering principles (e.g., signal-
to-noise ratio and total harmonic distortion, etc.). However, their performance was
no match against that of methods incorporating the psychoacoustic characteristics
of human auditory system. Moreover, as more non-linear and non-stationary dis-
tortions appear, the shortcomings of these algorithms become more evident.
To emulate the subjective assessment process, researchers constructed per-
ceptual models by taking into account multiple psychoacoustic phenomena (e.g.,
absolute hearing threshold and masking) of human auditory system. For ex-
ample, Karjalainen [Karjalainen 1985] was one of the first to use the auditory
model, such as the noise loudness, for sound quality assessment. Brandenburg ex-
plored the level difference between the noise signal and the mask threshold and
proposed a noise-to-mask ratio for audio quality assessment [Brandenburg 1987,
Brandenburg 1992]. Brandenburg’s method was later extended to include the
mean opinion scores [Sporer 1996, Sporer 1997]. These efforts eventually led to
the standardization of perceptual evaluation of audio quality (PEAQ) [Int 1998,
Treurniet 2000, Thiede 2000, Thiede 1999] and of speech quality (PESQ) [Int 2001].
PEAQ performs quite well on most of the test signals [Thiede 2000,
Treurniet 2000]. However, it mainly focuses on low-bit-rate coded signals with
small impairments. Therefore, recent research has honed PEAQ in several aspects.
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Barbedo [Barbedo 2005] developed a new cognitive model to map the output per-
ceptual models to subjective ratings. Huber et al. [Huber 2006] proposed a novel
audio quality assessment method and extended the range of distortions on speech
and music signals. More work is summarized in [Campbell 2009, de Lima 2008,
Thiede 2000].
However, the ultimate goal of all the work mentioned above was to develop,
test, or compare multimedia devices, codecs and networks for high-end audio or
video services (e.g. VoIP and telepresence services) [Campbell 2009, de Lima 2008,
Thiede 2000]. Moreover, both the reference signal and the distorted signal processed
by the test system were available and generally well aligned. Doets and Lagendijk
[Doets 2005] studied the relationship between the parameters extracted from au-
dio fingerprintings and the perceptual quality of compressed audio. However, the
reference signals and the specific types of noises that may degrade the quality are
required.
Recently, no-reference quality assessment approaches which assess quality with-
out requiring reference signals are developed. Most such work is related to quality
assessment of speech, image or video signals. However, there is very little pub-
lished work in no-reference audio quality assessment. For example, Malfait et al.
[Malfait 2006] studied a no-reference quality assessment algorithm for speech, but
it in fact relied on a semi-reference obtained from the reconstructed speech signal.
Rix et al. [Rix 2006] reviewed work on both reference-based and no-reference qual-
ity assessment of speech signals. Hemami and Reibman [Hemami 2010] reviewed
the background and a lot of related work in designing effective no-reference quality
estimator for images and videos. Kennedy and Naaman [Kennedy 2009] proposed a
system that can manage and create a high-quality concert video mashup by employ-
ing the audio fingerprintings of different video clips of the same event. They found
that the most selected video clips tend to have higher audio quality. However, no
systematic study was conducted for audio quality assessment in their work. Saini et
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al. [Saini 2012] evaluated the quality of the visual information in live performance
videos for creating a good quality mashup, but not auditory information.
To summarize, most traditional audio quality assessment approaches require ref-
erence audio signals. However, for the large amount of online music, especially live
music recordings, it is difficult to find reference tracks. For example, unique songs
recorded by different users can have very different audio qualities. Even for the
recordings of the same music event, their audio quality also varies significantly due
to different recording locations/environment, starting points, durations, or recording
devices. Although the professional recordings or clips from CDs can be relatively
easier to find, these recordings can significantly differ from those live recordings
which are able to capture all events or improvisational performances happened dur-
ing a live performance. Therefore, it is impractical to use the professional recordings
from CDs as references or set up reference signals based on them. Thus, no-reference
methods become necessary for online music retrieval.
2.4 Multimodal Fusion Approaches
Given a query, multiple music dimensions in different modalities may be related.
Effectively combining multiple complementary modalities has become an effective
and popular approach for identifying and retrieving the desired music documents.
Many studies have explored various fusion models to combine different modalities
at different levels in multimedia applications.
2.4.1 Fusion Levels
Multimodal fusion is generally performed at two levels: feature level and decision
level [Atrey 2010, Snoek 2005]. A hybrid approach which combines both feature-
level fusion and decision-level fusion is also used by many researchers.
Feature-level fusion combines features extracted from different modalities before
classification or ranking. For example, combining audio and text (e.g., lyrics, tags,
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web documents) features has been widely used in music genre classification (e.g.,
[Neumayer 2007, Mayer 2008]), mood classification (e.g., [Laurier 2008, Hu 2010]),
and retrieval (e.g., [Levy 2009, Zhang 2009a]). Similar examples also include in
other domains, such as video analysis [Snoek 2005]. Most work focuses on exploring
effective features of different modalities to enhance retrieval performance. By fusing
features together, the correlations of different modalities can be better utilized at
an early stage. However, it also requires that multiple modalities have the same
feature format, which is generally difficult due to the heterogeneous representations
of different modalities.
Decision-level fusion combines the output of different classifiers or ranking algo-
rithms with the flexibility of prioritizing different modalities using different weights.
For instance, Laurier et al. [Laurier 2008] and Hu and Downie [Hu 2010] com-
bined audio- and lyrics-based systems using different combination weights and eval-
uated the performance in classifying music into different moods. Mayer and Rauber
[Mayer 2011] first evaluated the performance of each unimodal through a train-
ing dataset and then derived the combination weights according to their perfor-
mance to combine audio- and lyrics-based classification results in music genre clas-
sification. Decision-level fusion has also been widely used in meta search (e.g.,
[Shaw 1994, Wu 2002]), image retrieval (e.g., [Cai 2007, Olivares 2008]), video re-
trieval (e.g., [Yan 2004, Xie 2007]), etc. Fusion of multiple ranked lists (e.g.,
[Zhang 2009b]) can be considered as a special kind of decision fusion. Decision-level
fusion offers an easier fusion process by fusing the decisions of different unimodal
systems. It allows the optimal methods to be used for each unimodal system and
can be easily scaled to many modalities in the fusion process. However, employ-
ing different methods on different modalities also becomes complex. Moreover, by
relaxing the constraints on features, this method fails to utilize correlations on the
feature-level.
Hybrid multimodal fusion makes use of both feature-level and decision-level
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methods. For example, Wu et al. [Wu 2004b] proposed an optimal multimodal
fusion by first identifying the independent modalities using feature-level fusion and
then fusing multiple modalities at the decision level. Some other examples can also
be found in image retrieval (e.g., [Ni 2004]), video analysis (e.g., [Xu 2006]), etc. Hy-
brid fusion leverages the advantages of both feature-level fusion and decision-level
fusion, but the learning procedure also becomes more complex.
2.4.2 Fusion Methods
Based on how a decision is obtained, fusion methods are generally categorized into
rule-based and classification-based methods. A comprehensive survey on fusion
method can be found in [Atrey 2010]. In this section, I present an overview of each
group of fusion methods and then put more focus on the methods studied in the
proposed work.
2.4.2.1 Rule-based Fusion Method
Rule-based fusion methods combine multiple information sources based on pre-
defined rules, such as linear weighted fusion, Max/Min, And/Or, majority vot-
ing. A theoretical introduction of these rules is provided in [Kittler 1998]. The
rules can also be defined by users based on specific application requirements.
Linear weighted fusion is one of the most widely used rule-base fusion meth-
ods. It combines multimodal information (either features or decisions) in a
linear fashion with different modalities assigned with different weights. This
method is used in many multimedia applications, such as video classification (e.g.,
[Yan 2004, Chua 2004]), image retrieval (e.g., [Cai 2007, Olivares 2008]), music clas-
sification (e.g., [Laurier 2008, Hu 2010]), etc. Assigning appropriately normalized
weights is a critical step for boosting the final performance. Although many ap-
proaches have been proposed, finding the appropriate fusion weights for different
modalities still remains an open research issue, which is also a main concern in
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this thesis. Using user-defined rules has the flexibility of adding specific rules from
the application perspectives. In general, rule-based fusion methods require proper
knowledge when applied in particular domains.
2.4.2.2 Classification-based Fusion Method
The classification-based fusion methods classify multimodal observations (e.g.,
scores from different modalities) into pre-defined classes using different classifica-
tion methods (e.g., support vector machine (SVM), Bayesian inference, neural net-
works). For example, Adams et al. [Adams 2003] fused the scores of visual, audio,
and textual modalities as a semantic vector and used SVM to detect different se-
mantic concepts. Wu et al. [Wu 2004a] proposed a super-kernel nonlinear fusion
method to study the optimal combination of multimodal information in video con-
cept detection. A kernel-based partial order embedding method is used for effective
artist similarity measure [McFee 2009]. In addition, classification-based fusion has
also been used in image classification (e.g., [Zhu 2006]) and video classification (e.g.,
[Guironnet 2005]).
2.4.2.3 Linear Weighted Fusion
Linear weighted fusion has been widely incorporated into various multimedia re-
trieval applications. Learning the appropriate fusion weights is of great importance
to improving system performance.
In the early development of multimodal fusion, a unified fusion weight is derived
and applied for all incoming queries, and this approach is named query-independent
fusion (QIF). The simplest fusion strategy is to weight each modality equally, such as
the CombSUM [Shaw 1994] and Average [Ngo 2007] methods in meta search. Other
methods such as Max, Min, and CombMNZ [Shaw 1994], all of which modify the
equally weighted strategy using document ranking scores or occurrence frequency,
are also frequently used in meta search. In addition, fusion strategies can be iden-
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tified over validation sets. For example, Bartell et al. [Bartell 1994, Bartell 1995]
derived a fusion strategy by maximizing the average performance over a broad range
of queries in a validation set. Mayer and Rauber [Mayer 2011] adopted the esti-
mated accuracy on training dataset as the fusion strategy to combine audio and
lyric modalities in music genre classification. By using the same fusion strategy for
every query, QIF assumes that different modalities make fixed contributions regard-
less of query types and content. QIF remains simple and effective as long as queries
are all limited to the same topic; otherwise, it becomes inadequate.
Query-dependent fusion (QDF) is developed to derive different fusion weights
for different queries. A basic approach, class-based QDF, derives differ-
ent fusion strategies for a number of query classes either defined manually
[Yan 2004, Chua 2004, Benitez 1998] or discovered automatically [Kennedy 2005,
Voorhees 1995, Yan 2006, Kennedy 2008]. Using language processing techniques,
an incoming query is then classified into one of these classes or represented as a
mixture of multiple classes [Yan 2006]. Class-based QDF has been widely used
and evaluated in video retrieval [Yan 2004, Chua 2004, Kennedy 2005, Yan 2006,
Kennedy 2008, Smeaton 2003], image retrieval [Cai 2007, Benitez 1998], and web
retrieval [Kang 2003] systems. However, its efficacy is still constrained by the small
number of query classes and the limited accuracy of query classification.
To address this weakness, Xie et al. [Xie 2007] proposed the dynamic formation of
query class. Each query is linearly represented by its K nearest neighbors. However,
the high computational cost for searching nearest neighbors restricts its application
in larger datasets. Yom-Tov et al. [Yom-Tov 2005a] proposed another approach that,
for a given query, predicts its “difficulty” by statistically measuring performances of
different retrieval systems and weights them accordingly. Although this approach
is effective, how to apply query difficulty predictions to query adaptation awaits
further investigation. Recently, QDF was modeled as a mapping from each query
to its fusion weight [Zhang 2009b]. A regression model was trained to directly
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predict the fusion strategy for each query, avoiding query matching and lowering
computational complexity.
QIF and QDF only consider fusion strategy dependence on queries. Therefore,
they prioritize only the documents among which modalities have fixed importances
and are thus sub-optimal for other documents. Since the descriptive abilities of dif-
ferent modalities may vary considerably across documents, the efficacy of document
dependence in fusion weight derivation needs to be further investigated.
2.5 Summary
Music consists of various types of data describing its characteristics from different
perspectives, and different strategies have been developed for music search. Given
particular applications scenarios, query methods, the matching strategy, and output
format all need to be specified and organized for effective music retrieval. Novel con-
tent analysis methods focusing the desired music dimensions must also be developed.
My research first explores the challenges of multimodal music retrieval in a specific
domain. Base on real-life needs, I propose effective content analysis methods to
enhance retrieval performance in important dimensions of music content (i.e., music
tempo estimation, audio quality assessment). As multiple dimensions in different
modalities may relate to a given query, how to effectively combine them has be-
come an important issue. However, existing fusion approaches only consider query
dependence and thus cannot achieve the optimal fusion strategy. My research in-
corporates both query and document dependence to derive the optimal way to fuse





Millions of people across the globe suffer from Parkinson’s disease (PD) and
are progressively losing their motor control and physical movement. Aside from
the traditional physiotherapy, rhythmic auditory stimulation (RAS) [Thaut 1996,
McIntosh 1997], a technique that seeks to improve motor control using music, has
been shown to be an effective approach [Lim 2005, Hazard 2008].
The basic principle of RAS is to use music as a rhythmic stimulus, motivating
patients to walk according to the beat. To conduct RAS, music therapists need
to first assess each patient’s mobility by measuring the walking cadence in steps
per minute and then select music with the appropriate tempo for gait training.
In each training session, the selected music works as the pace keeper to motivate
patients to walk and regulate their movements. Therefore, the selected songs must
have stable tempi that match the required training tempo. In order to create a
pleasant environment for gait training, the selected music should also be preferred
by patients or be familiar to them, and the rhythm of the selected music should also
be easy to follow. Currently, music therapists have to select songs either by checking
the patient’s personal collections or browsing online and then verify each required
music dimension (e.g., tempo, ethnic style, beat strength) manually. Because the
walking conditions and background vary significantly among patients, especially for
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patients in multicultural countries (e.g., Singapore), producing an individualized
music collection for the gait training of each patient has become a time-consuming
task.
As indicated in the literature review (detailed in Chapter 2), no suitable retrieval
structure has studied the specific music dimensions required in RAS, and existing
music search engines also fail to address this domain-specific MIR problem. On one
hand, query input methods using descriptions or examples may not accurately and
effectively express user’s musical needs on specific music dimensions (e.g., tempo).
On the other hand, insufficient annotations on these dimensions also make it harder
for existing search engines to find matched music. Hence, there is a niche for domain-
specific MIR systems. Given an application domain, certain assumptions can be
made and domain knowledge can be used. Users are then able to utilize much more
precise queries than the usual set of keywords or examples used by general MIR
systems.
I thus propose a domain-specific music retrieval system to help music therapists
find suitable music for Parkinson’s disease patients in gait training. Multiple music
dimensions required in this domain are directly integrated into this system. To
support music retrieval by tempo, accurate tempo estimation is of great importance.
Multiple state-of-the-art tempo estimation algorithms are evaluated. A perception-
based method is also proposed to improve these algorithms. As stable songs are
required in gait training, tempo stability within each song is also measured. A music
database of 787 songs is constructed and annotated from different music dimensions
for this study, and experiments are carried out to evaluate the performance on each
music dimension and the system.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 presents an overview
of the proposed system. Section 3.3 presents the implementation details. Evaluation
and results are presented and analyzed in Section 3.4. Finally, Section 3.5 concludes
this work.
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3.2 Framework Overview
The architecture of the proposed system is presented in Figure 3.1. The system
Figure 3.1: System architecture
enables music retrieval by multiple music dimensions required in gait training. Here
three music dimensions, including tempo, ethnic style, and beat strength, are in-
corporated. Tempo represents the pace of music beats at a given metrical level
[Gouyon 2005] and is often measured in beats per minute (BPM). Ethnic style cor-
responds to the music style that relates to the patient’s cultural background. Beat
strength measures the clearness of the rhythmic information. The stability of the
tempi of a song is also considered to guarantee a stable training session. The query
input component supports different query methods on different music dimensions.
For example, users can directly input the desired tempo in BPM. The ethnic style
can be selected from a list. Beat strength can also be customized to different lev-
els. Given the heterogeneity of different dimensions, the music retrieval component
analyzes and retrieves relevant music on each music dimension independently. Each
retrieval process on a music dimension acts as a retrieval expert. The composite
ranking component then combines the ranked lists from multiple retrieval experts
into a result list. Finally, the evaluation tool component helps users verify the
correctness of all result songs.
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3.3 The Proposed Method
As no dataset is available for this study, a music database is first established and
annotated. Music content analysis and retrieval are then explored and performed for
every music dimension studied. Finally, songs are ranked and combined to generate
a result list.
3.3.1 Data Collection and Annotation
The data collection procedure includes four ethnic styles commonly found in Singa-
pore: Chinese, Indian, Malay, and Western. Since most Parkinson’s disease patients
are elderly, I first consult music therapists to learn about the genres and artists pop-
ular with the local elderly then search online (i.e., Google and Wikipedia) for more
representative artists and their popular songs. The collected artist and song infor-
mation are then fed to YouTube, and 787 songs are manually collected. These songs
are from different eras, ranging from the 1930s to the 1990s. An approximately equal
number of songs are crawled for each ethnic style, and the ethnic style information
is manually verified.
To obtain the information on the other aspects, an annotation task is conducted
among 11 subjects (5 amateur musicians, 6 non-musicians). A web-based music
annotation interface is constructed to allow users to listen to a song and annotate it
from multiple aspects, including beat strength, tempo, and subjective music speed
perception. For beat strength, subjects can select from three levels: Weak, Medium,
and Strong. Music speed can be annotated as either Fast or Slow. To avoid potential
biases between tempo and the perceived music speed, subjects are asked to tap to
the song’s most salient beat after annotating all the other aspects. All tapping
events are collected for tempo calculation. Every subject is asked to annotate all
the songs in the database. To facilitate the annotation procedure, each song is
divided into several 30s non-overlapping segments, and a random segment is chosen
for annotation.
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The consistency of these annotations are checked using Cronbach’s alpha
[Cronbach 1951]. The annotations for beat strength and music speed seem to be
consistent, with the Cronbach’s alpha values of 0.989 and 0.965, respectively, The
majority voting results are calculated as the ground truth information for these two
aspects. For tempo, as indicated in [McKinney 2006], people can perceive tempi on
different metrical levels for the same music piece. For example, given a song with
the tempo of 60 BPM, some users may perceive the tempo of 60 BPM, and others
may perceive a tempo as 120 BPM or 90 BPM which is a certain factor (double,
half, 1/3, 3) of the ground truth tempo. However, these perceive tempi tend to fall
in the range of 100  140 BPM [Fraisse 1982], which was then extended to 80  160
BPM in [Moelants 2002]. Given a song, the tempi annotated by all the subjects are
checked and compared. If two tempi are equal or one is half, double, 1/3, 3 of the
other, they are considered matched. The tempo that matches the tempi annotated
by most of the subjects is used as the ground truth tempo. Songs that contain fewer
than three tempo annotations are not considered. The distribution of the ground
truth tempi of the database is presented in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Histogram of ground truth tempo values.
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3.3.2 Perception-based Tempo Estimation
Previous research has proposed and evaluated many tempo estimation algorithms.
For example, eleven tempo estimation methods were tested and compared in tempo
induction context in 2004 [Gouyon 2006]. In recent years, more algorithms have also
been proposed and submitted to the annual evaluation task of MIREX. Currently,
these tempo estimation methods are capable of providing reliable tempo calcula-
tions even during challenging passages marked by expressive timing or competing
rhythms. However, existing algorithms also have many limitations for real-life appli-
cations. For example, most algorithms are evaluated using Western music, and their
performance given other ethnic styles is thus unknown. Moreover, all algorithms suf-
fer from octave errors, i.e. producing an estimation on a different metrical level. For
example, it is possible that an algorithm produces an estimation of 120 BPM or 90
BPM for the song with a tempo of 60 BPM. Octave errors can significantly affect
the retrieval performance when querying music by exact tempo values.
The perception-based tempo estimation method combines both objective tempo
estimation and subjective perception (e.g., music speed) to improve existing tempo
estimation algorithms.
3.3.2.1 Tempo Estimation
Objective tempo estimation can be carried out using any of the existing algorithms.
In this work, I have implemented four state-of-the-art tempo estimation algorithms.
 Klapuri et al. [Klapuri 2006] extracted the temporal evolution of a hidden
metrical sequence (i.e., a frame-based determination of the tatum, tactus, and
meter) through a first-order Markov process. The strength of this model lies
in its ability to reinforce a metrical framework within sections displaying less
prevalent metrical observations.
 Dixon [Dixon 2007] used a multiple-agent architecture to test hypotheses
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based on the length of inter-onset intervals (IOI) after a discrete onset de-
tection phase.
 Ellis [Ellis 2007] first performed a global autocorrelation for an average tempo.
While attempting to preserve equidistant spacing between beats, dynamic
programming was then used to locate the optimal set of beat times associated
with an onset detection curve.
 Davies et al. [Davies 2009] utilized the dynamic programming stage from
[Ellis 2007] to find a optimal path through multiple estimates given at each
frame.
A preliminary evaluation is conducted on the collected database to obtain a general
understanding of their performance and errors. Table 3.1 shows the tempo esti-
mation results of all four algorithms based on the collected database. I adopt the
metrics used by Gouyon et al. [Gouyon 2006] to measure the performance of tempo
estimation, and the precision window   is set to 4%.
 Accuracy1(AC1): The percentage of tempi estimated within precision window
  of the ground-truth tempo.
 Accuracy2(AC2): The percentage of tempi estimated within precision window
  of either the same, half, double, triple, or one third of the ground-truth
tempo.
Table 3.1: Accuracy of tempo estimation algorithms
Davies Dixon Ellis Klapuri
AC1 0.651 0.492 0.140 0.689
AC2 0.823 0.824 0.646 0.880
By considering the matches on multiple metrical levels, the AC2 is significantly
higher than AC1 for all four algorithms. Klapuri’s algorithm achieves the best
performance on the collected dataset for both AC1 and AC2. Davies’ and Dixon’s
algorithms perform almost equally well in terms of AC2, while the former performs
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better with AC1. Ellis’ algorithm seems to suffer heavily from incorrect metrical
level estimations on this dataset.
(a) Davies (b) Dixon
(c) Ellis (d) Klapuri
Figure 3.3: Tempo estimation errors made by different tempo estimation algorithms.
To further understand these results in terms of estimated metrical levels, esti-





Figure 3.3 shows the errors made by each algorithm on different metrical levels. In
each sub-figure, songs are sorted in an ascending order of err. Value 0 means the
estimated tempo is correct, and 1 means the estimated tempo is double or half of the
ground truth tempo. All four algorithms suffer from estimating tempi on different
metrical levels. As indicated in [Gouyon 2006], doubling and halving of the correct
tempo appear to be the most common errors. Moreover, some other error factors,
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such as factors 3/1 or 1/3 (log ratio error = 1.58) and factors 4/1 or 1/4 (log ratio
error = 2), can be observed in the Ellis’ algorithm.
3.3.2.2 Perception-based Tempo Adjustment
Perception-based tempo adjustment aims to utilize user perception information,
such as music speed, to address the octave error problems. This section thus first
explores the relation between music tempo and the perception of speed. Based on
the collected music speed information, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test1 is performed
with the significance level of 0.05. The results confirmed that the tempi of songs
annotated with the same speed (fast or slow) show a normal distribution. Figure 3.4
presents the tempo distribution of the songs annotated by a random user among the
subjects, and the similar trend is observed for the annotations of other subjects. It
is noted that songs labeled as fast have relatively higher tempi than those labeled as
slow. There is also an overlapped area, which indicates that users tend to perceive
different speeds when the tempi of songs fall in this range [Chen 2009].
Figure 3.4: Tempi distributions of songs annotated as slow or fast by a user randomly
selected from the subjects.
Based on the above two observations, a perception-based tempo adjustment
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kolmogorov-Smirnov_test
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method is proposed. An automatic music speed classification is first implemented to
classify songs into different speed categories. A tolerant range corresponding to the
overlapping area where people tend to perceive different speeds is then introduced
to adjust the estimated tempo. Hockman and Fujinaga in [Hockman 2010] briefly
addressed the music speed problem. Using music content and the fast/slow tags
crawled from Last.fm, they trained different models to classify songs into two speed
categories. Here a similar classification-based method is adopted. For each audio
clip, 80 features related to music pitch, loudness, and timbre are extracted using
jAudio from the jMIR software [McKay 2009]. Different classifiers are trained and
compared to classify songs into fast and slow categories.
To minimize misclassification effects, a tolerance range (rl; ru) is introduced,
where rl and ru represent the lower and higher tempo thresholds. Intuitively, the
estimated tempo is halved or doubled according to the classification result and the
tolerance range. If a piece is classified as fast, but its estimated tempo is lower than
rl, the estimated tempo is doubled; otherwise, keep the current tempo. Similarly,
songs classified as slow but with tempi higher than ru have their tempi halved.
The tolerance range is determined using 2-dimension grid search on the training
dataset. The tempo that achieves the lowest crossing rate between songs labeled as
fast and slow is first computed and termed the optimal tempo top. A grid search
is then conducted for all possible rl and ru pairs in the range of tmin  rl < top
and top  ru  tmax with the step size of 4h = 5 BPM. Here, tmin and tmax are
the minimum and the maximum tempi of songs in the training database. The pair
of values that achieves the highest improvement of tempo estimation accuracy is
adopted as the tolerance range.
3.3.3 Ethnic Style Classification
An automatic music classification approach is adopted to classify music into different
ethnic styles. Each song is divided into several 30s segments without overlapping,
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and each segment follows the procedure of feature extraction, training, and classifi-
cation. The ethnic style of a song is determined as the majority voting results over
the classification results of all segments.
The features used in this system are enumerated below. More detailed descrip-
tions of these features are given by [Liu 2009b].
 Timbre features represent the timbre structure of the signals, and they
can be derived from magnitude spectrum of the short-time Fourier transform.
These features include spectral centroid, spectral flux, spectral rolloff, band-
width, subband energy, subband peaks, and subband contrast.
 Rhythm features represent the timing information of a music piece. Rhythm
features, including rhythm strength and regularity, are based on measuring the
average strength, peak, and frequency of peaks in the onset detection functions
from every subband.
 Wavelet-based features integrate both global and local information of
wavelet coefficients. Music signals are decomposed using a seven-level
Daubechies wavelet (db8) filter bank. For each level of the filter bank, a
histogram is built from the wavelet coefficients, and the mean, variance, and
skewness are calculated to characterize it.
 Musicology-based features are used to capture higher-level pitch-based
music characteristics. They include chroma distribution, chroma contrast,
chord distribution, chord contrast, and pitch interval histogram.
Timbre and musicology-based features are computed using 50ms windows with
50% overlap; rhythm features are extracted using 5s windows with 50% overlap;
wavelet-based features are calculated within a non-overlapping 30s window. Each
music clip is then represented by a 140-dimension feature vector comprised of 56
timbre features, 24 wavelet-based features, 50 musicology-based features, and 10
rhythm-based features. Classifiers, such as k nearest neighbor (kNN) and support
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vector machine (SVM), are applied to classify each 30s segment into different ethnic
styles. For kNN, Euclidean distance is used as the distance metric, and k is config-
ured based on the cross validation (five-fold) results of ten different k values. SVM
adopts radial basis kernel and one-against-all strategy in this multi-class classifica-
tion task. Different feature combinations and classifiers are tested using a five-fold
cross validation on the training dataset, and the parameters that achieve the highest
cross validation results are adopted for testing.
3.3.4 Beat Strength Detection
Beat strength is implemented as pulse clarity using MIRtoolbox [Lartillot 2007b].
The parameters are configured as the optimal set according to Lartillot et al.
[Lartillot 2008]. The audio signal of each music clip is first decomposed using 20
non-overlapping filters [Klapuri 1999]. An envelope is extracted from the output
of each filter through convolution with a half-Hamming window. An onset curve
is then obtained from the first-order derivative of this convolution. We compute
the autocorrelation from the summation of the onset curves and choose the global
minimum as the measure of the main pulsation.
Because the detected beat strength is represented as real values (between 0 and
1), it is difficult for users to indicate in queries. We define two thresholds T1 and
T2 to group beat strength into three levels: Weak, Medium and Strong. Different
levels can be then selected as queries for beat strength.
3.3.5 Tempo Stability
Since songs with stable tempi are required for the intended use of the system, the
tempo stability of each song in the dataset must be measured. Perron [Perron 1994]
analyzed the perception of tempo stability in MIDI sequencers by comparing the
intervals between adjacent pair of beats. However, no standard metric is proposed
for measuring the stability of tempo. Tempo stability assessment of audio signals
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also has not been well addressed.
In the proposed system, tempo stability is measured by analyzing the fluctuation
of tempo across all the segments within a song. This fluctuation is represented by
tempo standard deviation and the number of coexisting metrical levels within the
song. Songs with smaller tempo standard deviations and fewer metrical levels are
considered to be more stable. To ensure the comparability of standard deviation,
the dominant tempo that matches the most tempi of all the segments of a song is
first measured. The tempo of every segment is then adjusted to the same metrical
level with the dominant tempo. For example, given a song with the dominant tempo
of 60 BPM, if the tempo of a segment is 120 BPM which is double of the dominant
tempo, the original tempo is then halved. As in [Gouyon 2006], the same precision
window   = 4% is adopted to measure whether two tempi match each other,
3.3.6 Composite Ranking
Given a user query with multiple music dimensions are selected or customized, the
system needs to return a ranked music list that meets the requirements from all
desired music dimensions. Since these dimensions focus on different music charac-
teristics, different scoring functions are defined. Songs are then ranked from each
dimension according to how well it matches the user query. A final score is then
generated for each song by combining its scores from different dimensions. Finally,
songs with higher final scores are ranked higher in the returned ranking list.
3.3.6.1 Tempo Ranking Score
To measure the relevance of tempo t to the query tempo tq, a truncated Gaussian







exp  (t tq)222 if tq   tw < t < tq + tw;
0 otherwise
(3.2)
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Since people can perceive different tempi for the same song i, the final tempo score
St;i is defined as a combination of matches on the same, half, and double of the
query tempo.
St;i = wt;0StG0(0:5tq; ti) + wt;1StG0(tq; ti) + wt;2StG0(2tq; ti): (3.3)
The weights wt = [wt;0; wt;1; wt;2], and
P2
i=0wt;i = 1, indicate the importance given
to different metrical levels. In this work, they are set to 0.1, 0.8, and 0.1, respectively.
3.3.6.2 Tempo Stability Ranking Score
As described in Section 3.3.5, tempo stability is represented by both standard de-
viation  and the number of coexisting metrical levels m. Since songs with smaller
standard deviations and fewer metrical levels are more stable, I first rank songs in
an ascending order by standard deviation and then derive a normalized initial score
Ss;i0 for each song i. In Eq. 3.4, max and min represent the maximum and the
minimum tempo standard deviations.
Ss;i0 = max   i
max   min : (3.4)
Songs with the same initial score are then ranked in an ascending order of their
metrical levels m. The final stability scores (Eq. 3.5) are derived by adjusting the
initial score based on their metrical levels. In Eq. 3.5, j represents the nearest song
with a lower initial score to song i, and nj represents the number of unique m values
between song i and j.
Ss;i+1 = Ss;i0   (ni+1   1)  Ss;i0   Ss;j 0
nj 1
; (3.5)
For example, Table 3.2 shows fives songs, three of which (i, i+ 1, and i+ 2) have
the same initial score of 0.3. As there are only two unique m values (n) among these
three songs, ni+2 is set as 2. Since song i+ 1 and i have the same metrical number
mi+1 = mi = 1, they have the same final score of Ss;i+1 = Ss;i0. The score of song
i+ 2 is decreased to 0:2 according to Eq. 3.5.
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Table 3.2: Tempo stability ranking example
i  1 i i+ 1 i+ 2 j(= i+ 3)
Ss0 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1
m 1 1 1 3 1
n 1 1 1 2 1
Ss 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1
3.3.6.3 Ethnic Style and Beat Strenghth Ranking Scores
For ethnic style, the ranking score Sc;i of song i is defined as:
Sc;i =
8<: 1 if ci = cq ;0 otherwise ; (3.6)
where cq and ci represent query ethnic style and the predicted ethnic style of song
i.
Beat strength score Sb;i is defined linearly based on the distance between the
estimated beat strength and the lowest, the middlemost and the highest points of
the Weak, Medium, and Strong beat strength levels, respectively.
3.3.6.4 Fusion of Multiple Ranking lists
Multiple music dimensions required by users are linearly combined to rank all songs
according to the final score Si.
Si = w0Ss;i + w1St;i + w2Sc;i + w3Sb;i (3.7)
Since songs with stable tempi are preferred in gait training, tempo stability is
incorporated into the system by default. The weights wi, (i = 0; :::; 3) given to
different dimensions need to be determined based on their importances in each
particular search. For system evaluation, equal weight is adopted for different queries
types.
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3.4 Evaluation and Results
Based on the collected database (Section 3.3.1), a total of 770 songs have complete
annotations of tempo, beat strength and speed. Two thirds of the data, 515 songs,
are randomly sampled as the training data for threshold learning and classifier train-
ing, and the other 255 songs serve as testing data.
3.4.1 Evaluation of Perception-based Tempo Estimation
The perception-based tempo adjustment include two main steps, music speed classi-
fication and tolerance range configuration. Experiments and evaluations have been
conducted on both steps.
Experiment 1: Music Speed Classification
Music speed classification is performed using the jMIR package [McKay 2009]. The
same feature set used by Hockman and Fujinaga [Hockman 2010] is adopted, and five
classifiers are trained using the Autonomous Classification Engine (ACE) from jMIR.
A five-fold cross validation has been carried out for every classifier on the training
dataset, and the results are provided in Table 3.3. It can be seen that Naive Bayes
method achieves the highest precision among all five classifiers. However, SVM
achieves the best overall performance in terms of multiple measure criteria, including
Recall, F-Measure and Accuracy, and it is thus adopted for system evaluation.
Table 3.3: Fast and slow music classification
kNN NaiveBayes C4.5 AdaBoost SVM
Precision 0.709 0.725 0.652 0.659 0.716
Recall 0.657 0.482 0.766 0.788 0.847
F-Measure 0.682 0.579 0.705 0.718 0.776
Accuracy 0.671 0.624 0.655 0.667 0.737
*Note: kNN: Unweighted kNN (k = 1), C4.5: C4.5 Decision Trees, AdaBoost: AdaBoost seeded with
C4.5, SVM: with linear kernel.
Experiment 2: Tolerance Range Learning
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Based on the training dataset, the optimal tempo is set as top = 109 BPM, and
tempi of the dataset range from tmin = 44 BPM to tmax = 224 BPM. For each
possible tolerance range tmin  rl < top and top  ru  tmax in the grid search, the
tempo accuracy using the perception-based tempo estimation method is calculated
for all four algorithms. The average AC1 improvements of four algorithms are used
as a measure to compare different settings of the tolerant range. The range (84; 144)
BPM achieves the highest improvement and is thus adopted in this system.
The results using the original four tempo estimation algorithms and those using
the perception-based methods are compared in Figure 3.5. The accuracy estimated
using the original algorithms are represented as AC1o and AC2o, while the accuracy
after the perception-based adjustment are denoted as AC1u and AC2u. It can be
seen that all four algorithms are improved by the perception-based adjustment in
terms of AC1. The AC1 values of Dixon’s and Ellis’s algorithms increase by 24.4%
and 177.4%, respectively. The improvements on Klapuri’s and Davies’s algorithms
are 4.8% and 6.0%, respectively. Such across-the-board improvement suggests that
by halving or doubling tempi based on music speed perceptions, more tempi matched
the ground truth tempo on the same metrical level.
Figure 3.5: Accuracy comparison between original tempo estimation algorithms
(AC1o and AC2o) and user perception-based methods (AC1u and AC2u).
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Since AC2 includes matches on different metrical levels, halving or doubling
the estimated tempi should not affect AC2 much. As shown in Figure 3.5, except
the improvement of Ellis’s algorithm (8.4%), no significant difference is observed
for other algorithms. The AC2 for Dixon’s algorithms (1.0%) even drops after
adjustment. The slight variance of AC2 may mainly be due to the fact that halving
or doubling tempi increases or reduces the matches beyond the defined levels of AC2
in Sec 3.3.2.1.
3.4.2 Evaluation of Ethnic Style Classification
I first compare the performance of different feature combinations and classifiers on
the training dataset through a five-fold cross validation, and the results are provided
in Table 3.4. It can be noted that using all features the classification accuracy reaches
0.924, which outperforms all the other feature combinations. Timbre features is by
far the most significant component. The SVM classifier outperforms kNN on every
tested feature set.
Table 3.4: Cross validation (five-fold) accuracy on the training dataset using differ-
ent feature combinations and classifiers (kNN and SVM)
Feature Set kNN (k = 5) SVM
Rhythm Features 0.416 0.491
Wavelet-based Features 0.694 0.699
Musicology-based Features 0.726 0.739
Timbre Features 0.894 0.911
Timbre + Musicology-based Features 0.778 0.786
Timbre + Rhythm Features 0.881 0.912
Timbre + Wavelet-based Features 0.881 0.920
All the Features 0.902 0.924
For testing, the entire feature set and the SVM classifier are adopted in the
system. The confusion matrix of the classification results on the testing dataset
is provided in Table 3.5. Each row presents the predicted results, and columns
represent the actual ethnic styles. Malay music boasts best result among the four
classes (0.911), but all other ethnic styles achieve an accuracy of over 0.85.
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Table 3.5: Confusion matrix of ethnic style classification
Chinese Western Indian Malay
Chinese 0.861 0.036 0.055 0.049
Western 0.030 0.853 0.073 0.044
Indian 0.032 0.031 0.893 0.044
Malay 0.024 0.032 0.032 0.911
3.4.3 Evaluation of Beat Strength Detection
Motivated by [Lartillot 2008], I evaluate the correlation between the estimated beat
strength (3.3.4) and the ground truth labels. Different beat strength levels are
mapped to normalized numerical scores between 0 and 1. The correlation result
is 0.51, which is lower but comparable with the best result (0.59) obtained in
[Lartillot 2008]. Figure 3.6 further presents the estimated beat strength in his-
tograms according to the ground truth labels. It can be seen that songs that are
clearly weak or strong matched very well with the collected annotations. Relatively
more mismatches are observed for songs labeled as “Medium”.
As discussed in Section 3.3.4, two thresholds are introduced to categorize differ-
ent beat strength levels. A grid search is conducted within the range of T1; T2 2 (0; 1)
(with the step size 0.001 and T1 < T2) on the training dataset. The thresholds
(T1 = 0:1 and T2 = 0:22) that achieve the best total matching rate over three beat
strength levels are finally adopted in this system. Based on these thresholds, the
performance of beat strength estimation is evaluated on the testing dataset. The
matching rates for “Weak“, “Medium“ and “Strong“ levels are 66.41%, 47.26% and
62.31%, respectively, and the total matching rate is 56.63%.
3.4.4 System Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, a user study is carried out
with the goal of verifying how accurate the system can retrieve songs that match
the music dimensions in queries. 22 subjects (11 males, 11 females) in total par-
ticipate this evaluation. Two of them are professional music therapists and 20 are
graduate students. As the main evaluation task is to verify the retrieval accuracy,
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Figure 3.6: Estimated beat strength distributions within three human-labeled levels:
Weak, Medium and Strong. X-axis represents the estimated beat strength.
no Parkinson’s disease patients are involved in this evaluation procedure. Subjects
hail from five countries: China, Canada, India, Singapore, and Romania. Since
the Singaporean subjects are all familiar with Malay music, all four ethnic styles
can be accounted for. Subjects always evaluate music with an ethnic style they are
familiar with. Nine subjects are amateur musicians and the rest are music lovers
well-acquainted with the experience of music search and listening.
3.4.4.1 Query Design
Seven query types are generated, and they covers the combinations of all music
dimensions: tempo only (TP), ethnic style only (ES), beat strength only (BS),
tempo and ethnic style (TP+ES), tempo and beat strength (TP+BS), ethnic style
and beat strength (ES+BS), and all features (TP+ES+BS).
As suggested by the music therapists, tempi ranging from 60 BPM to 120 BPM
are the most frequently used in gait training. Thus, tempo values within the set of
f60; 70; :::; 120g BPM are evaluated. Four ethnic styles (Chinese, Indian, Malay, and
Western), and three beat strength levels (Weak, Medium, and Strong) are options
for customization.
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Figure 3.7: System snapshot
3.4.4.2 Methodology
Subjects are first given a brief introduction about the system and the evalua-
tion procedures. Then, they evaluate all seven query types, following the order
from queries with lower complexity (single-dimension queries) to higher complexity
(multi-dimension queries). For each query, subjects could choose arbitrary values
from the list for each dimension (Section 3.4.4.1) and then assess whether the top
ten results matched their selected query values. They are also asked to indicate the
number of matched dimensions. Evaluations of beat strength and ethnic style could
be accomplished simply by listening to the music. However, for tempo evaluation,
users have to perform a tapping task using the web-based tapping tool (Figure 3.7)
to verify the tempi of the retrieved songs. The median of the tapping time intervals
is used to calculate the tempo.
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Table 3.6: Precision at rank 10 (P@10) and mean average precision (MAP) for all
seven query types









3.4.4.3 Results and Analysis
Precision at rank i (P@i) and mean average precision (MAP) are used to evaluate
the relevance of retrieved music. A song is considered relevant to a given query only
when it matches all required music dimensions of this query. Table 3.6 presents
the precision for the top ten songs and the MAP results for all seven query types.
For queries with one music dimension, searching by ethnic style achieves the high-
est performance, which is consistent with the classification results of the objective
evaluation. Searching by tempo and beat strength achieves lower but comparable
MAP results, as they both tend to be affected by user perception. As more dimen-
sions are involved in a query, the retrieval performance decreases due to the strict
requirement of matching all query dimensions. According to the number of required
music dimensions, queries are grouped into single, double, and triple queries with
different complexities. Figure 3.8 further illustrates the system performance at the
top 10 ranks when being tested with different query types. It is noted that the re-
trieval precision for queries with different complexities all present a rough downward
trend from the 1-st to the 10-th results. This trend confirms the effectiveness of the
proposed system in providing more relevant songs at top ranks.
To evaluate the usability of the proposed system, subjective responses are col-
lected and mapped onto scores from 1 to 5, representing “Very Unsatisfied” to “Very
Satisfied”. The mean scores for tempo, ethnic style, and beat strength are 4.09,
4.05, and 3.50, respectively. The two music therapists are both “Satisfied” with the
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Figure 3.8: Average precision for different query types. Single, double, and triple
queries represent queries with one, two, and three required music dimensions, re-
spectively. All the queries include all three types of queries.
results of tempo and ethnic style and “Neutral” with beat strength. Both of them
confirm the usability of the proposed system in music therapy. Moreover, most
subjects state that they rarely have difficulties in determining the ethnic style of a
song, which may be another reason why searching by ethnic styles yields the best
performance. On the other hand, many subjects comment that it is subjective and
ambiguous to distinguish beat strengths between “Medium” and “Strong”.
3.4.4.4 Discussion
The evaluation has validated the effectiveness of the proposed system in finding
music with a particular tempo, ethnic style, and beat strength as required in the gait
training of Parkinson’s disease patients. Subjects find the search engine useful and
are overall satisfied with the retrieval results. The user study results are consistent
with the objective evaluation results, especially for ethnic style and tempo. The
relatively lower performance of beat strength is mainly due to the subjectivity in
user perception, but it inspires us to improve the strategy for quantifying level-based
beat strength. Moreover, testing with a larger dataset and a larger ranked list may
provide further insights into the perceived quality of the proposed system.
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3.5 Summary
This chapter presents a domain-specific music retrieval system to help music ther-
apists find suitable music for gait training of Parkinson’s disease patients. Unlike
existing music search engines, the proposed system supports music retrieval by spe-
cific music dimensions relevant to gait training. A user perception-based method is
proposed and improves state-of-the-art tempo estimation algorithms. Experimental
results on the collected database have indicated both the efficacy and the usability
of the proposed system.
Basically, this work adopts the structure of a multimodal music retrieval system
(Section 1.3). Adopting a late fusion approach, the proposed system allows different
retrieval methods to be explored for different music dimensions and improves the
retrieval accuracy of unimodal retrieval experts. The proposed system also has the
flexibility of integrating other relevant music dimensions and generalizing to other
therapeutic applications (e.g., rehabilitation). For example, while constructing the
database from online music resources as well as presenting the result lists to music
therapists, audio quality seems a non-negligible aspect that has to be considered for
real applications. In addition, as equal fusion weights are adopted in this system,
the importances of different music dimensions are not well studied. Those aspects




The last decade has witnessed an explosion of musical data on video sharing websites.
YouTube1, Youku2, and Nico Nico Douga3 are now counted among the largest and
most important sources of music information serving users, who can not only enjoy
the official audio and video releases (both live and studio versions) of their favorite
artists but also share their own recordings of live concerts with others who do not
have the experience. The audio quality of the huge amount of music recordings,
especially live recordings, however, varies significantly due to different recording
factors, such as environmental noise, location, and recording device. In view of this,
audio quality assessment is studied in order to improve and facilitate music retrieval
related services.
When given a query, existing video search engines match it with the metadata
of each video in the database and rank results according to their relevance. User
feedback, such as view count and rating, may also factor into the ranking or re-
ranking process. To the best of my knowledge, however, most popular video search
engines do not take the audio quality of the recordings into consideration. For
example, the song “Hold it against me” by Britney Spears has several live recordings
available on YouTube. Ten subjects were invited to rank the order (Ord) of the top
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Table 4.1: Different live video recordings and the corresponding audio quality ratings
of the song “Hold it against me” by Britney Spears.
No URL AQ Ord
1 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkAI6MHtJCc Good 1
2 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtCkp40b5vA Poor 4
3 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7P7JwaLRToM Poor 5
4 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1CvxILczzgs Good 3
5 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vOBWvXOxck8 Good 2
6 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kCI3It5YI_0 Poor 6
evaluating their overall audio quality (AQ). The result, summarized in Table 4.1,
indicates that audio quality varies among different recordings. Because most
users prefer music with better audio quality, it is important to account for it when
searching for live music. Although user feedback may indirectly reflect audio quality
(videos with better quality are preferred by users, leading to higher view counts and
ratings), videos newly added to the database have little or no user feedback and are
thus given low rankings despite their superior audio quality. Therefore, a content-
based audio quality assessment strategy is in great demand for long-tail retrieval of
live music videos.
The literature review (detailed in Chapter 2) indicates that most of the exist-
ing audio quality assessment works (e.g., [Int 1998, Treurniet 2000, Thiede 2000])
require comparison between reference signals and tested signals. However, it is
difficult to find or set up references for the large amount of live music recordings
online. No-reference research has mainly addressed the quality assessment work in
images and videos (e.g., [Hemami 2010, Kennedy 2009]). Assessing audio quality
in a no-reference way is not well addressed and regulations have been established
sporadically at best. Thus, this work explores quality assessment of live music in a
no-reference way.
In this work, audio quality is defined as a subjective metric that describes mu-
sic audio content. As music is performed, recorded, and then perceived by users
in a sequential manner, audio quality can also be assessed from different perspec-
tives along this process. I thus select six aspects to assess audio quality, including
“instrumental” and “vocal” aspects for the live performance, “environmental” and
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“equipment” aspects for the recording conditions during the concert, and “pleasant-
ness” and “overall quality” aspects for the end-user perception of the recording.
Because the assessment procedure can be very subjective, the assessment task
is formulated as a ranking problem and it is then solved using a learning-based
scheme. There are two advantages for assessing audio quality in this way. First,
a ranking mechanism (i.e., by saying that song A has better quality than song
B) better controls the subjectivity than mere classification (i.e., by saying that
song A has good quality while song B has poor quality). Second, the ranking-
based assessment method can be easily combined with other music dimensions or
integrated into existing search engines, for example, by re-ranking the live music
recordings retrieved for a given query.
To implement the proposed framework, human annotations on the six perception
aspects are first collected for a set of live recordings downloaded from YouTube.
Then, several learning-to-rank (LTR) models are trained using the annotated data
to achieve effective online re-ranking of music video search results. The effectiveness
of the proposed framework is demonstrated through objective cross-validation. To
expand the scope of the experiments, a large database of synthetic recordings is also
created and evaluated. The main contributions of this work are fourfold:
 To the best of my knowledge, this work presents the first attempt to develop
automatic audio quality assessment for online live music recording retrieval.
 Two music datasets are established: a collection of 500 live music recordings
with human annotations obtained via a web-based interface and a database
of 2,400 synthetically altered live music recordings in 8 different quality con-
ditions.
 Audio quality assessment task is formulated as a ranking problem and tackled
using LTR approaches with various audio feature sets.
 Both objective and subjective evaluations are conducted to demonstrate the
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Figure 4.1: The system framework.
effectiveness and the usability of the proposed framework.
Beyond the field of multimedia information retrieval, this work can make mean-
ingful contributions to the following topics. First, audio quality assessment can
function as an additional clip selection criterion for creating better live concert
video mashups [Saini 2012]. Second, as an auditory characteristic of a music piece,
audio quality can be readily integrated into music similarity measures [Wang 2011].
Consequently, this work can also facilitate the re-ranking stage in general music
retrieval and recommendation services.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 outlines the pro-
posed framework. Section 4.3 details the proposed method from data collection,
audio feature extraction, to model learning and testing. Objective and subjective
evaluations are presented in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. Finally, Section 4.6
concludes the work.
4.2 Framework Overview
The proposed framework is based on how people assess the audio quality across
multiple recordings of the same song. Both the training and testing phases of the
proposed framework is implemented in a two-stage process (Figure 4.1), namely
relevance filtering and audio quality assessment. Relevance filtering aims to identify
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relevant recordings of a song regardless of audio quality. The second stage assesses
the audio quality of each relevant recording and produces a quality-based ranking.
4.2.1 Relevance Filtering
Searching music videos by metadata, such as artist name, song title and version type
(e.g., official or live), is the most common and established method in general video
retrieval systems, since most users tend to mark correct and sufficient metadata
when they upload the music videos. In turn, the descriptive metadata can be used
to accurately identify the live music videos relevant to a text-based query.
In this work, I use a text query with the format “artist_name song_name live”
to search for live versions of a specific song on YouTube, assuming that this format
can filter out most of the irrelevant as well as non-live videos. Given such a song
query, the group of live versions returned is termed a query song group. At present,
some manual efforts are also made to further check the returned recordings to ensure
that they are live and relevant to the given query. (cf. Section 4.3.1). The future
work will make this filtering process fully automatic.
4.2.2 Audio Quality Assessment
In the training phase, learning-to-rank (LTR) algorithms are applied to learn the
model for audio quality assessment. To generate the training dataset, a set of
training song queries are first created, and each query then generates its own query
song group via relevance filtering. Next, subjects are invited to annotate each query
song group (see Section 4.3.2) by rating the audio quality of each component version
based on the six aspects of audio quality as well as ranking the order among all
versions in a query song group. With the annotated data, the LTR algorithm
learns a global model that considers the ranking relationship among the component
versions of each training query song group. The rationale and realization of this
learning scheme are explained in Section 4.3.4.
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In the testing phase (i.e., the proposed audio quality assessment system), relevant
filtering first generates the query song group for a test query. Then, the learned LTR
model predicts the ranking score for each component version in the query song group
(see Section 4.3.4 for details). The system then outputs a ranked list based on these
scores, with the versions in descending order in terms of audio quality. This way,
the assessment stage can be seen as a re-ranking over the relevance filtering results.
Both training and testing data undergo the feature extraction procedure (Sec-
tion 4.3.3). Various audio features sets, such as low-level acoustic features, MFCCs,
and psychoacoustic features, are extracted from all recordings. For efficient audio
quality assessment online, feature extraction can be performed oﬄine beforehand.
4.3 The Proposed Approach
As there is no benchmark dataset available for the proposed application, the pro-
posed work starts with collecting the live music database and the associated anno-
tations. Then, several audio feature sets are discussed. The training and testing
procedures of the employed LTR algorithms are also presented.
4.3.1 Data Collection
For objective performance study, two annotated datasets are constructed, one
human-annotated (ADB-H) and the other synthetically generated (ADB-S). A non-
annotated (NDB) dataset has also been created for subjective evaluation.
Figure 4.2 outlines the live music data collection process and also illustrates the
relevance filtering stage in more detail. To create a diverse dataset, four music genres
(i.e., rock, pop, electronic, and country) are chosen, since these four genres tend to
have more live recordings of concerts. For each genre, a number of popular artists
are selected and their signature songs are then retrieved by finding each artist’s top
tracks using Last.fm API4. I then search for live music recordings on YouTube using
4http://www.last.fm/api
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Artists Songs







Figure 4.2: The flowchart for collecting the live music videos.
queries with the format of “artist_name song_name live” and manually select the
most relevant live recordings.
For ADB-H, 100 song queries (4 genres, 5 artists per genre, and 5 songs per
artist) are generated using YouTube and 5 relevant versions are manually chosen for
each song query from its top 20 results.5 ADB-H thus contains 100  5 = 500 live
music recordings.
For ADB-S, 200 song queries (4 genres, 5 artists per genre, and 10 songs per
artist) are generated in addition to the 100 queries used in ADB-H. The artists for
these 200 song queries are different from those in ADB-H. Moreover, unlike ADB-H,
only the relevant version with the best audio quality (denoted as the “clean version”)
is selected. As will be detailed later, each of these 100 + 200 = 300 clean versions
are subsequently used to generate 7 additional noisy versions. ADB-S thus contains
300 (7 + 1) = 2; 400 items.
For NDB, 100 queries (4 genres, 5 artists per genre, and 5 songs per artist) are
generated from a different group of artists. Then, ten versions among the top 20
search results are randomly selected for each query song, regardless of their relevance
and live-ness. NDB thus contains 1,000 non-annotated music pieces.
5It may happen that YouTube returns some non-live or irrelevant versions in the top 20 results.
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Figure 4.3: A snapshot of the song assignment for human annotation.
4.3.2 Data Annotation
4.3.2.1 ADB-H
To obtain the ground truth for ADB-H, an online audio quality assessment interface
is built (Figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5). Totally, 60 subjects with normal hearing are
recruited for annotation. Each subject is assigned eight query song groups (see
Figure 4.3) from two randomly chosen genres and performs two types of annotations
within each group. For the first type, the visual channel of the recording is masked,
and subjects rate the audio quality in the six perception aspects (Figure 4.4) –
instrumental, vocal, environmental, equipment-related, pleasantness, and overall
quality. The first five aspects are based on a scale of 1 to 5, and the overall rating is
a binary choice. Only when the audio ratings are completed can subjects enable the
visual channel (by clicking the “Toggle Visual” button) to rate the seventh aspect,
visual quality (see Figure 4.4). Currently, only the audio-related quality aspects are
considered, and the visual quality rating is intended for future research. The second
type of annotation takes place after all songs in the query song group have been
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Figure 4.4: A snapshot of the interface for annotating the audio and visual quality.
Figure 4.5: The designed interface for labeling the ranking. The index of each live
recording is dragged and dropped into a desired ranking position.
rated. Subjects rank the overall audio quality of the five versions by a drag-and-
drop mechanism (see Figure 4.5).
Since all live recordings used in the collected datasets are songs performed by
their original artists, it is assumed that the subjects would not debate the merit
of the performance itself. Therefore, subjects are reminded by the interface to
neglect the intrinsic quality of the performance, e.g., whether the vocal is out-of-
tune, cracked, off-beat, etc. In addition, to be more specific, by “instrumental” and
“vocal,” it means whether they sound clear, with the volume well-balanced, in the
recording.
4.3.2.2 ADB-S
The significant time and manpower costs make it difficult to scale human-annotated
datasets. I thus have created another annotated dataset by automatically generating
various types of poor-quality recordings.
I apply the following noise effects, which are widely used in speech, TV, and
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movie productions [Chiu 2010], to the 300 clean versions.
 Amplitude compression and then amplification, where the compression uses
the ratios of 4.47:1 for jAj   28:6 dB, 0.86:1 for  46:4 dB < jAj <  28:6
dB, and 1:1.61 for jAj   46:4 dB (jAj is the absolute amplitude value), and
the amplification gains the volume of the entire song with a ratio of 1:4. This
simulates clipped live music sound produced by non-professional recordings
devices whose dynamic range may not be able to adapt to the extremely loud
musical sounds in the concert.
 Band-pass filtering using a second order Butterworth filter with cut-off fre-
quencies at 100Hz and 6000Hz. This can simulate a muﬄing effect.
 White noise addition with a maximum magnitude of 512 quantization steps.
White noise is a signal with an approximately uniform (constant) power spec-
tral density. The average amplitude of the generated white noise is one tenth of
the dynamic range. This effect simulates the noise generated by the recording
devices.
 Crowd noise addition with real-life noises from the concert audience, such
as clapping, cheering, singing, and screaming. I find 30 crowd noise samples
from Freesound,6 a collaborative sound database online, using queries “concert
noise,” “cheering,” and “screaming.” These audio clips of crowd noises are
randomly concatenated and added into each clean version. A set of 30 audio
clips of crowd noises are randomly concatenated and added into each clean
version with the signal-to-noise ratio of 1:1.
Since live music recordings generally contain noise from multiple sources, certain
combinations of noise effects are also experimented to simulate the poor-quality
examples. As detailed in Table 4.2, seven poor-quality versions (labeled “Poor”) are
6http://www.freesound.org/
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Table 4.2: Applied noise effects and audio quality ratings of the 8 synthetic versions
making up a query song group in ADB-S (AQ = 1: Good, 0: Poor; Ord = quality
rank).








p p p p
AQ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ord 1 4 2 3 5 8 6 7
generated for each clean version (labeled “Good”). Each query song group in ADB-
S thus contains 8 component versions. To further distinguish which noise effect
degrades audio quality more, ten subjects were invited to rank the order of the 7
poor-quality versions for 20 randomly chosen query songs. The average rankings
across all subjects are computed and compared (Ord in Table 4.2).
4.3.3 Audio Feature Sets
Audio features which capture different aspects of characteristics of audio content
[Wang 2011] are extracted. The feature extractor is implemented based on MIR-
Toolbox [Lartillot 2007a] and the methods proposed in [Fastl 2006]. Two psychoa-
coustic features, loudness and sharpness, are also calculated 7. All these features
are further grouped into the following three feature sets.
 Low-level features (13 dim): This feature set includes root-mean-square,
brightness, zero-crossing rate, spectral flux, rolloff at 85%, rolloff at 95%,
spectral centroid, spread, skewness, kurtosis, entropy, flatness, and irregular-
ity.
 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (39 dim): This feature set contains
static MFCCs, delta MFCCs, and delta-delta MFCCs.
7available at http://www.acoustics.salford.ac.uk/res/cox/sound_quality/index.php?
content=MATLABcodes
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 Psychoacoustic features (20 dim): This feature set covers loudness, sharp-
ness, roughness, and tonality features (key clarity, mode, harmonic change,
and the normalized chroma weights).
For each audio feature set, all the features are extracted with the same frame de-
composition of 50ms and 50% hop sizes to ensure easy alignment, thereby obtaining
a set of frame-level feature vectors for a live recording. All the frame-level vectors
of a recording are then summarized as a song-level audio feature representation by
taking the mean and standard deviation.
4.3.4 LTR Model Training and Testing
4.3.4.1 Notations and Rationale
Suppose that the annotated dataset S containsM query song groups, S = fs(i)gMi=1,
where each group has Ni component versions s(i) = fv(i)j gNij=1, and each component
version contains its corresponding audio feature vector ~x(i)j and rank (or relevance)
label y(i)j , i.e., f~x(i)j ; y(i)j g 2 v(i)j . The rank label y can be binary, numerical, or
ordinal score.
The principle for leaning the ranking model is that I only consider the rank re-
lationship (obtained by fy(i)j gNij=1) among different versions fv(i)j gNij=1 within a query
song group s(i). In other words, the audio quality comparison between v(a)p and v
(b)
q ,
where 1  p  Na, 1  q  Nb, and a 6= b are not considered as subjects are not
asked to compare them.
Within a query song group, versions do not differ from each other in their mu-
sical content, such as melody, harmony, rhythm, and instrumentation. Live concert
recordings of Britney Spear’s “Hold it against me,” for example, will have similar, if
not identical, melody, harmony, and rhythm regardless of where or how the music
is recorded. Because audio features extracted from the waveform can be related to
musical content as well as audio quality, comparing versions of different songs would
disproportionately highlight the differences in musical content. As a result, music
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content will vastly overpower audio quality in the learning process. Therefore, only
different versions of the same song (i.e. within a query song group) are considered to
control for the differences in music content features and to ensure that the algorithm
learns the most from features related to audio quality. Hypothetically, if the algo-
rithm can exclude features related to musical content, the effect of the discrepancy
in audio quality can be enhanced regardless of the data’s live-ness and relevance.
In the testing phase, subjective evaluation is conducted using the NDB database,
which may contain non-live and irrelevant videos alongside live and relevant ones,
to verify this hypothesis.
4.3.4.2 Formulation
The goal of model training is to learn a global ranking function f() for the audio
feature vector ~x of a live music recording. Given a training dataset S, the learning
objective can be generalized to the minimization of the following loss function L




p(s(i))  l(f ;x(i);y(i)) + kfk; (4.1)
where p(s(i)) is the prior model for s(i), l() is the query-level loss function, x(i) =
f~x(i)j gNij=1, y(i) = fy(i)j gNij=1, and kfk represents the regularizer for f . Such a learning
objective can be solved by many existing LTR algorithms.
In the testing phase, given an arbitrary query song group s(), the system ranks
the component versions by sorting the scores ff(~x()j )gNj=1.
4.3.4.3 Learning-to-Rank Algorithms
According to their input/output representations and loss functions, learning-to-rank
algorithms can be categorized into three groups [Liu 2009a] – pointwise, pairwise,
and listwise – all of which can be used in the proposed framework. From each
category, the algorithm with superior performance is adopted in my preliminary
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study.
 Pointwise (MART): For this approach, the annotations are converted to
numerical scores. MART [Friedman 1999] uses a general gradient descent
“boosting” paradigm with multiple additive regression trees to minimize the
objective function.
 Pairwise (SVM-Rank): For this approach, the annotations in each query
song group are converted into the pairwise orders among versions. Support
vector machine (SVM) is generally regarded as one of the most powerful su-
pervised learning methods. SVM-Rank [Joachims 2002, Joachims 2006] mini-
mizes the loss function with respect to a weight vector by considering all the
pairwise orders as constraints.
 Listwise (AdaRank): For this approach, the annotations in each query song
group are converted into a ranked list. Similar to AdaBoost [Freund 1997],
AdaRank learns a number of “weak rankers” and their associated weights and
makes prediction by linearly combining them. AdaRank [Wu 2010] is utilized
to directly optimize the ranking evaluation measures with a boosting scheme.
RankLib [Dang ] is used for implementing MART and AdaRank and the SVMrank
tool [Joachims 2006] for SVM-Rank.
4.4 Objective Evaluation
The goals of the objective evaluation are twofold. First, I compare the effectiveness
of different LTR algorithms in terms of ranking performance based on the overall
quality aspect, denoted by LTR method comparison (LTRC). Second, I study the
performance with different audio feature sets based on the six perception aspects,
denoted by audio features comparison (AFC). For each goal, I use both ADB-H and
ADB-S, leading to four evaluation tasks in total, as summarized in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Summary table for objective evaluation. The task names, LTRC and
AFC, stand for “LTR method comparison” and “audio feature comparison,” respec-
tively.
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4.4.1 Audio Quality Labels
The annotated datasets ADB-H and ADB-S are used for objective evaluation. Three
types of ground truth labels: binary, ranking, and numerical, are applied for songs
within each query song group. Binary and ranking labels describe the overall audio
quality, while numerical labels rate the other five perception aspects, i.e. instru-
mental, vocal, environmental, equipment-related, and pleasantness. For the binary
labels, “Good” is assigned a value of 1 and “Poor” 0. Recall that ADB-H consists of
ranking order annotated by subjects, with each query song group containing 5 ver-
sions, and that ADB-S uses ranking order (as shown in Table 4.2), with each query
song group containing 8 versions. Ranking labels are assigned as the reverse of the
ranking order within the query song group so that the label of the best-quality ver-
sion (ranking order 1) has the highest assigned value (5 for ADB-H or 8 for ADB-S)
and vice versa. The numerical label, which is only applicable to ADB-H, takes the
average rating of each component version.
4.4.2 Methods Compared
Three LTR algorithms, namely MART, SVM-Rank, and AdaRank, are implemented
in the experiment. For baseline, the Random method is implemented by generat-
ing randomly permutations for ranking the versions in each test query song group
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without accounting for their audio quality. Here, random permutation is carried out
10 times for each test query song group and the average performance is calculated.
For each LTR algorithm, a ten-fold cross-validation is performed, and the average
performance is calculated.
4.4.3 Performance Measure
The normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) [Jarvelin 2002], a widely used
metric in information retrieval, is adopted to measure the ranking performance.
To calculate NDCG, the discounted cumulative gain (DCG) at a particular rank
position p is first calculated in a way that penalizes the score gain near the bottom







where reli is the ground truth label of the recording at position i. It is then nor-





where IDCG@p serves as the normalization term that guarantees the ideal NDCG@p
to be 1. I summarize the performance by averaging the NDCGs over the test query
set.
4.4.4 Result and Discussion
4.4.4.1 Performance of LTR Algorithms
I first evaluate the effectiveness of each LTR algorithm holistically. All audio fea-
ture sets are concatenated into a single vector representation. As part of the ten-fold
cross-validation experiment, the algorithms are trained with the binary or the rank-
ing labels (both pertaining to overall audio quality) of either the ADB-H or the





















Figure 4.6: Ranking performance based on overall audio quality using the binary
and ranking labels on ADB-H.
ADB-S dataset.
Figure 4.6 presents the average NDCG@5 on ADB-H. First, all LTR algorithms
significantly (p-value<0.01) outperform Random in all cases, demonstrating the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed approach. Trained with binary labels, MART, SVM-
Rank, and AdaRank outdo Random by 11%, 17%, and 8%, respectively; with rank-
ing labels, 16%, 17%, and 15%, respectively. Second, SVM-Rank achieves the best
ranking performance of the three LTR algorithms. Interestingly, the performance
difference between SVM-Rank and the other two are larger with binary labels than
with ranking labels. This may be attributed to the difference of learning criteria
among the three LTR approaches. For pairwise approach, the learning criteria do
not compare training examples with the same binary labels, e.g., the approach does
not need to discriminate the feature difference between two “Good” quality exam-
ples. While for the other two approaches, the feature difference between two “Good”
quality examples are still taken into account, leading to certain randomness or con-
tradiction during the learning process. For example, suppose a subject has the same
binary labels in the case in Table 4.1. Before learning, a listwise approach may con-
vert the binary labels in to #4 > #5 > #1 > #6 > #3 > #2, which is much





















Figure 4.7: Ranking performance based on overall audio quality using the binary
and ranking labels of ADB-S.
different from the ranking labels by human, #1 > #5 > #4 > #2 > #3 > #6.
Figure 4.7 presents the average NDCG@8 on ADB-S. MART, SVM-Rank, and
AdaRank also significantly (p-value<0.01) outperform Random with improvements
of 31%, 93%, and 71% for binary labels and 31%, 51%, and 41% for ranking labels,
respectively. Moreover, SVM-Rank achieves a remarkable performance of about 99%
for both binary and ranking labels. This lends support to the hypothesis (Section
4.4.1) that minimizing the discrepancy in musical content features can magnify the
learning potential with the audio quality features.
In sum, SVM-Rank achieves the best performance among the three LTR algo-
rithms on both the ADB-H and ADB-S datasets. It is adopted in the following
experiments.
4.4.4.2 Performance Using Different Audio Feature Sets
Using SVM-Rank, I compare how ranking performance can be affected by different
audio feature sets, namely low-level, MFCCs, psychoacoustic feature sets, and all
three together. For ADB-H, all types of labels are used to train SVM-Rank models,
and the result is shown in Figure 4.8. For ADB-S, SVM-Rank are trained with the
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Figure 4.8: Ranking performance on ADB-H using SVM-Rank with all types of
labels and different audio feature sets. Except the overall quality aspect, the others




















Figure 4.9: Ranking performance of SVM-Rank on ADB-S using different audio
feature sets.
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binary and ranking labels and show the results in Figure 4.9.
In almost all cases, both the low-level and psychoacoustic feature sets achieve
better performance than MFCCs, as does the all-concatenated feature set. As men-
tioned in Section 4.3.4.1, it is hoped that the learned model could neglect features
related to musical content. Since MFCCs are developed to capture the spectral en-
velope based on human audition system, they tend to carry much more information
about the musical content instead of the noise. Therefore, they are less discrimi-
native in identifying the difference in audio quality. As shown in Figure 4.9, this
phenomenon is more evident for ADB-S, in which all the noisy versions are generated
directly from the clean one.
From Figure 4.8, it can be observed that the performance of the low-level and
psychoacoustic feature sets with the numerical labels are very consistent (the average
NDCG@5 is around 93%). Except in the case of environmental aspect, using low-
level features always leads to superior performance. This further demonstrates the
effectiveness and robustness of the low-level feature set in capturing the quality-
related characteristics in live music recordings.
4.5 Subjective Evaluation
To further evaluate the effectiveness and usability of the proposed approaches, a
subjective study is carried out using the non-annotated database (NDB). Two SVM-
Rank models trained with ADB-H and ADB-S (termed as SVM-Rank-H and SVM-
Rank-S), respectively, are adopted to rank each test query song group in NDB by
audio quality. The performance is evaluated from two perspectives: (1) how users
perceive the overall ranking performance of SVM-Rank compared to Random; and
(2) how well SVM-Rank ranks the recordings with the best audio quality and the
worst audio quality.
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4.5.1 Methodology
Twenty subjects are recruited in this subjective evaluation, and all of them are music
lovers without auditory disorders. After a brief introduction to familiarize with the
evaluation interface, each subject is asked to evaluate 10 test query song groups
that are randomly chosen but represent all the four music genres. The first five
groups are dedicated to the first perspective, while the last five groups to the second
perspective.
For the first perspective, two ranked lists are presented in randomized order.
One list is generated by Random, and the other is generated by SVM-Rank-H half
the time and SVM-Rank-S half the time. Subjects listen through the two ranked
lists and indicate the better one. For the second perspective, the subject needs to
identify from a randomly permuted list the versions with the best and the worst
audio quality. In short, both SVM-Rank-H and SVM-Rank-S are evaluated with
a total of 1,000 recordings (100 query song groups), half of which for the overall
ranking evaluation and the other half for the best/worst audio quality ranking.
4.5.2 Performance Measure
The performance from the first perspective is measured by the supporting rate,
SRm = nm=jSj, where nm is the number of test song groups on which method m
outperforms Random, and jSj is the total number of test song groups.
To measure the performance from the second perspective, both mean reciprocal
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are adopted, where ranki denotes the rank of the best-quality version (or the worst-
quality version) in the ranked list for the i-th query song group. The MRR for
the best-quality and the worst-quality versions are denoted as MRRb and MRRw,
respectively. A better ranking method would result inMRRb closer to 1 andMRRw
closer to 1=N , where N (N = 10 in this work) is the number of versions in a query
song group.
The MRRb and MRRw of Random are calculated, respectively, by generating
100 random integers between 1 and 10 as the ranking positions of the best-quality
or worst-quality versions.
4.5.3 Results and Discussion
Table 4.4 presents the average supporting rates (SR) of SVM-Rank-H and SVM-
Rank-S when comparing with Random. The overall SR performance of SVM-
Rank-H and SVM-Rank-S are 72% and 80%, respectively, which are significantly
(p-value<0.01) better than the SRs (28% and 20%) of Random. This clearly indi-
cates that subjects are more pleased with the ranked lists generated by the proposed
approaches. The SRs in terms of different music genres show that both SVM-Rank-
H and SVM-Rank-S perform well for country and rock, but not for electronic. This
is possibly due to the fact that electronic music tends to be intrinsically noisy and
thus more difficult for subjects to judge the differences in audio quality.
Table 4.5 presents the MRR performances of SVM-Rank-H and SVM-Rank-S.
For Random, the calculated MRRb and MRRw are 0.301 and 0.299, respectively.
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Table 4.5: The performance for the best-quality (MRRb) and worst-quality
(MRRw) versions using SVM-Rank-H and SVM-Rank-S.
SVM-Rank-H SVM-Rank-S
MRRb MRRw MRRb MRRw
Rock 0.503 0.115 0.588 0.144
Country 0.698 0.116 0.703 0.188
Electronic 0.524 0.126 0.553 0.142
Pop 0.589 0.127 0.541 0.122
Average 0.574 0.122 0.586 0.146
Table 4.6: Mean Rank Positions of the best-quality (MRPb) and worst-quality
(MRPw) versions using SVM-Rank-H and SVM-Rank-S.
SVM-Rank-H SVM-Rank-S Random
MRRb MRRw MRRb MRRw MRRb MRRw
Average 2.600 8.560 2.700 7.780 5.020 5.018
Both SVM-Rank-H and SVM-Rank-S significantly (p < 0:01) outperform Random
in the task of ranking the best/worst-quality versions. As shown in Table 4.6, the
best-quality and the worst-quality versions are ranked at an average position of 2.60
and 8.56, respectively, for SVM-Rank-H; and 2.70 and 7.78, respectively, for SVM-
Rank-S. Both methods significantly outperform the Random baseline. These results
indicate that the proposed approaches are able to rank the best-quality versions
at higher positions and the worst-quality versions at lower positions. In terms of
the four music genres, both SVM-Rank-H and SVM-Rank-S still perform very well
for country music. Unlike the previous subjective evaluation perspective, however,
identifying the best-quality and worst-quality versions of electronic music become
relatively easier for subjects. Moreover, the performance variance among different
genres is also smaller.
In summary, the results present the effectiveness of the proposed approaches
in ranking live music recordings according to audio quality and demonstrate the
practical usability of the proposed system supported by human perception. An
interesting observation is that SVM-Rank-S generally performs slightly better than
SVM-Rank-H. There are three plausible explanations for this. First, ADB-S (2,400
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pieces) contains more training examples than ADB-H (500 pieces), which could
benefit the model generalizability of SVM-Rank-S. Second, this result implies that
the noise effects being studied (Section 4.3.2.2) can reflect the real factors that
degrade the audio quality of live music recordings. Third, the models learned from
ADB-H may still involve the influence of musical content features. Since some query
song groups in NDB may contain irrelevant recordings, the discrepancy in musical
content may confuse their ranking predictions.
4.6 Summary
This chapter has proposed a novel method to assess audio quality for online live
music. Unlike previous reference-based approaches, the proposed method can assess
real-life live music recordings without references. Two music datasets (500-song an-
notated dataset and 2,400-song synthetic dataset) are also established for this study.
I believe that these two datasets can serve as additional benchmark datasets for de-
veloping novel learning-to-rank algorithms in general machine learning research. The
assessment of audio quality is formulated as a ranking problem, and three learning-
to-rank models with different audio feature sets have been evaluated in terms of
how they can effect the ranking performance according to different audio quality
aspects. Experimental results from both objective and subjective evaluations have
shown that the proposed approaches can effectively rank live music by audio quality





Media documents (e.g., images, songs) generally contain information or cues from
various modalities (e.g., metadata, content). The retrieval process also involves
multiple dimensions. Therefore, multimodal fusion, which combines multiple com-
plementary dimensions or modalities, has become an effective approach to boost
information retrieval performance. For example, in a web retrieval system, web
pages are retrieved by comparing both body texts and links to other web pages
[Kang 2003]. A similar approach is also used in many multimedia search systems,
where textual metadata (e.g., titles, tags, descriptions) and content features (e.g.,
motion intensity, texture, timbre) are combined to rank or re-rank videos, images
and songs [Yan 2004, Olivares 2008, Cui 2007, Shen 2006]. Recently, researchers
have also conducted benchmarking activities (e.g., MusiCLEF [Orio 2011]) to pro-
mote multimedia access and retrieval using multimodal methods.
The earliest multimodal fusion approach is query-independent fusion (QIF),
which uses the same fusion strategy for all incoming queries (e.g., [Shaw 1994,
Ngo 2007]). However, since different queries have different information needs, us-
ing the same fusion strategy generally results in low retrieval accuracy. To address
this limitation, query-dependent fusion (QDF) was developed. The most straight-
forward QDF applies different fusion strategies to different classes of queries (e.g.,
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[Yan 2004, Chua 2004]). Recent research has sought to do so for each individual
query (e.g., [Zhang 2009b]). However, fusion strategies in both QIF and QDF take
only query dependence into consideration. Once a fusion strategy is determined for
a given query, all documents associated with this query use the same fusion strategy
to combine different modalities.
Both QIF and QDF implicitly assume that the relative importance of a modality
is the same across all documents associated with a query. However, this is often not
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Figure 5.1: A retrieval and fusion example.
1: “Karma Police”, song 2: “Pearly”) by Radiohead are retrieved and ranked at
different positions in the result lists by two retrieval experts (e.g., text matching
and content similarity measure as detailed in Section 5.4.2). Looking further into
the modalities of each song, it can be found that the descriptive power of the same
modality vary significantly between these two songs. For example, song 1 has as
many as 61 tags (guitar, male vocalist, alternative rock, etc.), while song 2 has
only two tags (“alternative” and “favorite”), which provide much less information.
Therefore, other modalities, such as content, would be more descriptive to song 2
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(e.g., the relative importance between content and text is 0.9:0.1) than to song 1
(e.g., 0.4:0.6). If using the uniform fusion weight (w) derived by QIF or the query-
dependent weight (wq) derived by QDF, both songs, along with all other songs in
the ranked list, would fuse different modalities using the same weight. Therefore,
QIF and QDF fail to accurately reflect the contributions of different modalities to a
song’s relevance with the query, resulting in sub-optimal performance. Although in
previous studies, such as Max, Min, CombMNZ [Shaw 1994], and WSUM/WMNZ
[Wu 2002], a document’s ranking scores or occurrence frequency are used to adjust
fusion strategies, the performances of these approaches rely on that of each retrieval
system and fail to address whether document content can contribute to the final
fusion strategy.
Hence, fusion strategy derivation should consider the dependence of both queries
and documents. Distinguished from previous QIF and QDF approaches, this work
contributes to the multimodal fusion research from the following aspects.
 A general multimodal fusion framework, query-document-dependent fusion
(QDDF), is proposed. It can derive the optimal fusion strategy for each query-
document pair by analyzing the content of both queries and documents.
 Based on how fusion strategies adapt to queries and documents, existing mul-
timodal fusion approaches are formalized and are then shown to be special
cases of QDDF.
 Both a dual-phase approach for QDDF and a regression-based QDDF are
proposed to derive the optimal fusion strategy for each query-document pair.
 Comprehensive evaluations are conducted to compare the retrieval perfor-
mances of both dual-phase QDDF and regression-based QDDF with existing
approaches. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency
of the proposed approaches.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 introduces the QDDF
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framework and examines its relationship with other approaches. Section 5.3 in-
troduces both the dual-phase and regression-based QDDF methods. Section 5.4
presents the experimental configurations. Experimental results are provided and
analyzed in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 concludes this work and proposes possible di-
rections for future study.
5.2 QDDF Framework and Its Relation to Other Ap-
proaches
5.2.1 QDDF Framework Overview
This section presents the QDDF framework. Some frequent notations used in this
and belows sections are provided in Table 5.1. Suppose a multimodal retrieval sys-
tem contains n unimodal retrieval experts to search relevant documents on different
modalities. Given a query qi from the query set Q = fq1; q2; :::; qi; :::g, each re-
trieval expert returns a document list ranked by their relevances to the query. Let
Di = fdi;1; di;2; :::; di;j ; :::g denote the set of unique documents associated with qi.
For each document di;j 2 Di, a ranking score vector Si;j = [Si;j;1; Si;j;2; :::; Si;j;n]T
can be computed according to how di;j is relevant to qi on different modalities. To





i;j  Si;j ; (5.1)
where Wi;j = [Wi;j;1; :::;Wi;j;n]T (0  Wi;j;k  1 and
P
kWi;j;k = 1) is the fusion
weight (or fusion strategy) that is applied to document di;j given query qi. Unlike
existing approaches, Wi;j can be theoretically different for every document and
related query. Because fusion weights play a key role in ranking the documents,
deriving the optimal fusion weight cWi;j is a critical step in a multimodal retrieval
system.
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Table 5.1: Important notations used in the fusion framework
Symbol Explanation
A;j;k Descriptive ability of document d;j on the k-th modality
di;j The j-th unique document returned for query qi
Di;k Document set returned by the k-th retrieval expert for query qi
Di A set of unique documents returned for query qi
D Document set
f(Vi;j) Regression function on Vi;j
gi;j Ground truth relevance of document di;j to query qi
l Loss function
m0 Number of samples chosen per iteration in Pegasos solver
M Keyword set in the music social query space
Mk A subset of M on the k-th music dimension
n Number of retrieval experts
qi A query
Q Query set
R;j;k Relative score ratio for document d;j on the k-th modality
Si;j Ranking score vector of document di;jbSi;j Fusion score of document di;j
T;C Textual modality, content modality
Vi;j Feature vector of query-document pair (qi; di;j)




 Balance factor between query weight and document weight
 Learning rate in Pegasos solver
5.2.2 Multimodal Fusion Approaches
In Chapter 2, many multimodal fusion approaches are introduced. Depending on
whether fusion weights depend on queries or documents, these multimodal fusion
approaches can be grouped into four classes: query-document-independent fusion
(QDIF), query-dependent fusion (QDF), document-dependent fusion (DDF), and
query-document-dependent fusion (QDDF). Based on this categorization, existing
works can be summarized in Table 5.2. As shown in this table, for some QIF
approaches, such as CombSUM [Shaw 1994] and Average [Ngo 2007], fusion strategy
of different retrieval experts is invariable to both queries and documents. Therefore,
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these approaches are categorized into QDIF. An example of DDF can be found in
[Li 2011] and its key idea is to combine document-dependent weights with equal
query weights. Other methods, such as Max, Min, CombMNZ [Shaw 1994], and
[Wu 2002], whose fusion strategies rely on document ranking scores or occurrence
frequency exclusively can also be categorized into DDF.
Table 5.2: Classification of multimodal fusion approaches based on whether fusion
weights depend on queries or documents.
Fusion Type Q D Methods Example Works
QDIF   Equal weight method CombSUM [Shaw 1994], Average [Ngo 2007],Validation set-based method [Bartell 1994, Bartell 1995, Mayer 2011]
QDF
p 
Class-based method [Voorhees 1995, Benitez 1998, Yan 2004],[Chua 2004, Kennedy 2005, Yan 2006, Xie 2007],
Difficulty prediction method [Yom-Tov 2005a, Yom-Tov 2005b],
Regression-based method [Zhang 2009b]
DDF  p Document content-based method [Li 2011],Rank score/occurrence-based method Max, Min, CombMNZ [Shaw 1994], [Wu 2002]
QDDF
p p
Query and document-based method This work
As a general multimodal fusion framework, QDDF can be simplified to the other
three types of fusion approaches by relaxing the dependence on queries, documents,
or both (Figure 5.2). To examine their relationships, I formalize them as different
approaches to optimize fusion weights by minimizing different loss functions between














-q/d/(q,d): Relax dependence on queries/documents/both
Figure 5.2: Transitions between different multimodal fusion approaches.
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5.2.2.1 QDDF
QDDF derives the optimal fusion weight for each query-document pair. Given query
qi and its associated documents Di, the optimal fusion weight cWi;j for di;j 2 Di
can be derived as: cWi;j = argmin
Wi;j
l(qi; di;j ; gi;j ;Wi;j) ; (5.2)
where l(qi; di;j ; gi;j ;Wi;j) denotes the loss function defined at document level, and
gi;j is the ground truth relevance of di;j to qi. The fusion weight cWi;j of QDDF
enables every document to fuse its modalities in the optimal way.
5.2.2.2 QDF
By relaxing the dependence on each document, QDF approaches derive the optimal
fusion weight for each query. All documents associated with this query use the same
fusion strategy to combine different modalities. This procedure can be formalized




l(qi; di;j ; gi;j ;Wi;j) ; (5.3)
where Wi; denotes a fusion weight invariable to documents, as Wi;j = Wi;j0 for
any two unique documents di;j and di;j0 (1  j; j0  jDij and j 6= j0).
5.2.2.3 DDF
Similarly, DDF ignores the dependence of individual queries and learn a fusion
weight which relies only on the document. This document-dependent weight can be
derived by summarily analyzing the performances of all training queries:




l(qi; di;j ; gi;j ;Wi;j) ; (5.4)
where W;j denotes the fusion weight invariable to queries.
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5.2.2.4 QDIF
QDIF ignores the dependence on both queries and documents. A constant fusion
weight can be derived and applied to all documents given every query.






l(qi; di;j ; gi;j ;Wi;j) : (5.5)
The weight invariability to both queries and documents is denoted by W;.
As a general framework, QDDF achieves the finest mapping from
query/document to fusion weight among these four approaches. When applying
these approaches, fusion weights can be derived in different ways to adapt to the
difficulties of collecting ground truth relevance. This work discusses how QDDF
learns fusion weights.
5.3 Fusion Weight Learning by QDDF
Figure 5.2 points out two possible approaches to derive fusion strategies of QDDF.
The first is to combine query-dependent weights with document-dependent weights.
Therefore, a dual-phase QDDF approach is proposed by first deriving these weights
separately and then combining them together. The second approach is to directly
derive fusion strategies by considering queries and documents simultaneously. I
extend the regression-based QDF approach [Zhang 2009b] to QDDF by modeling
fusion weight derivation as a regression from query-document pairs to their fusion
weights.
5.3.1 Dual-phase Fusion Weight Learning
As shown in Figure 5.3, dual-phase QDDF consists of three main components:
query-dependent weight learning, document-dependent weight learning, and weight
fusion. Since derivations of query-dependent weights are well-known, more focus has
been put on a step-by-step derivation of document-dependent weights and explaining
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Figure 5.3: Dual-phase fusion weight learning diagram
5.3.1.1 Descriptive Ability and Music Social Query Space
Textual metadata and content are basic modalities among most multimedia docu-
ments, and in this study both are considered for each music dimension. Therefore,
among the total n modalities, there are n=2 textual modalities and n=2 content
modalities. The descriptive ability for each modality is defined as the extent to
which it satisfies users’ information needs. Document-dependent weights is then
derived by assigning higher weights to modalities with greater descriptive abilities.
To quantify descriptive ability, an online folksonomy-based music social query space
[Zhang 2009b] is constructed to simulate users’ information needs in music retrieval.
The data information of this space in provided in Table 5.3.
5.3.1.2 Derive Descriptive Ability for Textual Modalities
Descriptive abilities for textual modalities are calculated by matching document
metadata (e.g., tags) with the music social query space. Let the indicator function
[w 2 d;j ] = 1 if a word w in the music social query space M appears in a document
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Table 5.3: Data information of the music social query space.
Dimensions No. of Tags Music Styles
Genre 244 Classical, Country, Electronic, HipHop,Jazz, Metal, Pop, Rock
Mood 286 Angry, Joy, Pleasure, Sad
Vocalness 13 Female, Male, Mixed, Nonvocal
Instrument 454 Brass, Percussion, Strings, Woodwinds
d;j1; otherwise let it equal to 0. The descriptive ability (A) of the k-th (k =
1; 2; : : : ; n=2) textual modality of d;j is then defined as:
A;j;Tk =
P
w2Mk [w 2 d;j ]P
w2M [w 2 d;j ]
; (5.6)
where T denotes the textual modality and Mk  M denotes a set of words in the
k-th music dimension.
5.3.1.3 Derive Descriptive Ability for Content Modalities
Because content modalities are not directly comparable with the music social query
space, a relative-score-based method is proposed to calculate the descriptive abilities
for content modalities. I first generate a query set Q from the query space and
then retrieve relevant documents for each query using both text and audio retrieval
experts (see Section 5.4.2 for more details). For each unique document d;j , I record
its ranking score Si;j;k in the k-th ranked list for every qi and sum it for all the








[d;j 2 Di;k] : (5.7)
Given qi, if the document set Di;k returned by the k-th retrieval expert contains
document d;j , [d;j 2 Di;k] is set to 1, otherwise 0.
The average score of a modality approximates its importance to a document. For
each music dimension, the relative score between textual and content modalities can
1 denotes the independence to queries.
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be used to derive their relative importance. Thus, the descriptive ability for the k-th
(k = 1; 2; : : : ; n=2) content modality of document d;j is computed as:
A;j;Ck = R;j;kA;j;Tk ; (5.8)
where C denotes the content modality and R;j;k the content-to-text ratio based on
the average score of the content modality and that of the textual modality. When an
average score is zero, possibly as a result of unbalanced query samples or mismatch
between queries and documents on a modality, R;j;k is set to 1.
5.3.1.4 Document-Dependent Weight Learning
Given the descriptive abilities of all the modalities of a document, document-
dependent weights are derived by linearly assigning more weights to modalities with
greater descriptive abilities. Assume W;j;Tk and W;j;Ck are the weights for the k-th
(k = 1; 2; : : : ; n=2) textual and content modalities of document d;j , the document
weight vector is represented as W;j = [W;j;T1 ; :::;W;j;Tn=2 ;W;j;C1 ; :::;W;j;Cn=2 ]
T ;
where W;j;Tk = A;j;Tk , W;j;Ck = A;j;Ck , and  is a normalization factor which
can be calculated by solving:
n=2X
k=1
(W;j;Tk +W;j;Ck) = 1 : (5.9)
5.3.1.5 Weight Fusion
The document-dependent weightW;j and the query-dependent weightWi; can be
fused in various ways to derive the final fusion weight cWi;j = [Wi;j;1; :::;Wi;j;n]T . I
have investigated two fusion methods. The multiplication fusion method ([Li 2011])
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where k = 1; 2; : : : ; n. The linear fusion method fuses query- and document-
dependent weights in a linear fashion.
Wi;j;k = Wi;;k + (1  )W;j;k ; (5.11)
where k = 1; 2; : : : ; n and  is an importance factor to balance the contributions of
query- and document- dependent weights.
By incorporating document-dependent weights, the relative significance of dif-
ferent modalities, such as tags and audio of the example songs in Section 5.1, can
be used to fine tune query-dependent weights and lead to better multimodal fusion
results.
5.3.2 Regression-based Fusion Weight Learning
As illustrated in Figure 5.4, the regression-based QDDF first trains a regression




















Figure 5.4: Regression-based fusion weight learning diagram
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5.3.2.1 Model Definition
Fusion weight derivation of QDDF can be modeled as a regression function from
query-document pairs to their fusion strategies (Figure 5.4). A textual query is
represented as a document vector [Manning 2008] over a vocabulary of words in
the music social query space, with 1 and 0 denoting the presence and absence of
a word in the query. For each document, a tf-idf weight vector is constructed to
represent its metadata information. Its content information is represented as a
fuzzy music semantic vector (FMSV), which is a probability vector obtained us-
ing a multi-class support vector machine (SVM) to classify multiple audio features
[Zhang 2009a]. A feature vectorVi;j combining query and document features is then
constructed for the query-document pair (qi; di;j), and the optimal fusion strategy
of (qi; di;j) is denoted as cWi;j = [Wi;j;1;Wi;j;2; :::;Wi;j;n]T . Fusion weight derivation
can thus be modeled as a multiple regression cWi;j = f(Vi;j), which can be further
decomposed into n single regression models that correspond to n retrieval experts
Wi;j;k = fk(Vi;j). Finally, the weights predicted from single regression models are
normalized and combined as the final fusion strategy.
Support Vector Regression (SVR) is one of the most powerful and widely adopted
regression methods. I assume that each single regression model here fits the SVR
model, y = hw;xi + b [Scholkopf 2001]. Let x = Vi;j and y = Wi;j;k. Given
a training dataset (see Section 5.4.3 for more details) with m samples, i.e., U =









`(w; (x; y)) ; (5.12)
where  is a regularization factor and
`(w; (x; y)) = maxf0; jy   hw;xij   "g (5.13)
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is the "-insensitive empirical loss function.
5.3.2.2 Regression Solver using Pegasos
To solve Eq. 5.12, the regression Pegasos [Zhang 2009b] is employed. It performs
t iterations and randomly selects m0 samples to compute the sub-gradient at each
iteration. Initially, w1 is set to a zero vector. At each iteration i, using the set









`(w; (x; y)) : (5.14)





= wi   i5i ; (5.15)
where i = 1=(i) is the learning rate,
5i = wi   1jU 0i j
X
(x;y)2U+i
sign(y   hwi;xi)x (5.16)
is the sub-gradient of f(w;U 0i) at wi, and U+i is a sample set for which w has a
non-zero loss. Then wi+ 1
2
is projected onto the set fw j kwk  1p

g which contains
the optimal w. Consequently,







The weight after a predefined number of iterations is output as the final weight.
With the trained regression models, the fusion weight for a query-document pair
can be directly predicted. This approach jointly considers the dependence of queries
and documents, The relative significance of different modalities does not need to be
explicitly studied. Therefore, it can be better generalized to different multimedia
documents in various retrieval systems.
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5.4 Experimental Configuration
5.4.1 Data Collection
Since most existing benchmarking datasets lack ground truth annotations on multi-
ple music dimensions, the music dataset which is previously annotated and used in
[Zhang 2009b] is adopted to evaluate the proposed approaches. This dataset consists
of two main components:
5.4.1.1 Music Collection
It contains 17174 music tracks along with their metadata, including titles, descrip-
tions, keywords, comments and tags. While tags are crawled from Last.fm, audio
tracks and the other metadata are crawled from YouTube using their open APIs.
Four music dimensions are studied, including genre, mood, instrument and vocal-
ness. Socially tagged ground truth annotations involving four music dimensions in
20 music styles (Table 5.3) are collected and cross-checked by amateur musicians
with reference to Last.fm.
5.4.1.2 Query Collection
To assess retrieval performance using various numbers of modalities, queries related
to different music dimensions are generated by sampling tags from the music social
query space. The probability of each tag being sampled grows linearly with its pop-
ularity. Since four music dimensions are involved, each generated query contains
at most four tags from different dimensions. This also guarantees that tags with
conflicting meanings, e.g., “happy sad”, will not appear concurrently in a query. Ac-
cording to the number of related music dimensions, the generated queries range from
low complexity (with tags from only one dimension) to high complexity (with tags
from multiple dimensions) to simulate different complexities of users’ information
needs. A total of 236973 queries are generated, examples including “violin”, “clas-
sical piano”, “jazz saxophone male”, “happy classical violin female”, etc. Table 5.4
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presents the overall categorization and quantity information of these queries.
Table 5.4: Social query distribution over different music dimension combinations.
G, M, V, I represent genre, mood, vocalness and instrument dimensions. Queries
are grouped according to their related music dimensions. No. indicates the number
of queries in each group.
1-dimension 2-dimension 3-dimension 4-dimension
Query No. Query No. Query No. Query No.
G 158 GM 13165 GMV 19209 GMVI 106642
M 173 GV 2546 GMI 21395
V 13 GI 13373 GVI 19305
I 309 MV 2951 MVI 19658
MI 13783
VI 4293
5.4.2 Multimodal Retrieval Experts
Both textual and audio modalities are considered for each music dimension, and a
unimodal retrieval expert is constructed on each modality. Every incoming query
(e.g., “male alternative song”) is parsed by comparing with the music social query
space, and query keywords (e.g., “male” and “alternative”) are then fed to the cor-
responding text and audio retrieval experts.
5.4.2.1 Text Retrieval Experts
A text retrieval expert retrieves relevant music items by matching a query key-
word with the metadata (e.g., tags) of these music items. The vector space
model [Salton 1975] is adopted to represent music metadata. Music metadata is
tokenized followed by stop words elimination and stemming using Porter’s algo-
rithm [Porter 1980]. Each music item is then represented as a tf-idf weight vector.
Given a query keyword, the OKAPI BM-25 method [Robertson 1995] is applied to
rank different music items.
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5.4.2.2 Audio Retrieval Experts
An audio retrieval expert retrieves music items that match a query keyword in
the audio dimension. For each audio track, multiple audio features (e.g., timbral,
spectral, rhythmic features) are first extracted [Zhang 2009a]. A multi-class SVM is
then used to classify these features into different music styles within different music
dimensions. The activation probabilities of a track being classified into different
music styles form a fuzzy music semantic vector (FMSV). For every query keyword,
a query FMSV is generated by assigning the value of 1 to the matched music style
and 0 to the others. For example, the query keyword “male” will result in a FMSV
with only the music style “Male” in the “Vocalness” dimension being 1 and others 0.
Euclidean distance is calculated between the query FMSV and the FMSVs of all the
audio tracks. A ranked list is constructed by sorting tracks in an ascending order of
their Euclidean distances. The audio analysis was implemented based on Marsyas
[Tzanetakis 2000].
5.4.2.3 Result Fusion and Multi-Valued Relevance
Given multiple ranked lists, the ranking score Si;j;k of music item di;j in the k-th
ranked list is calculated as Si;j;k = 1   Rankk(di;j)=N , where N , the number of
music items studied in each ranked list, is set to 100 in the experiment. When a
fusion strategy is available, ranking scores from different retrieval experts are linearly
combined (Eq. 5.1) to rank music items into a final result list.
The performance of a final ranked list is measured by examining the relevance of
every music item with the query. Instead of using binary relevance (1 for relevant, 0
for irrelevant), a multi-value relevance is used to address the partial match between
a music item and a query. This relevance is defined as the number of matched
dimensions over the total number of dimensions required by the query.
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5.4.3 Evaluation Methodology
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, different types of multi-
modal fusion approaches are implemented and compared. Average precision (AP) is
used to measure the retrieval performance of a ranked list and mean average preci-
sion (MAP) the performance over all testing queries. Moreover, efficiency (measured
by runtime) of different QDDF approaches is also analyzed.
5.4.3.1 Comparison Approaches
QDDF is compared with the other three types of fusion approaches, including one
QDIF approach, one DDF approach, and four QDF approaches.
 QDIF is implemented by applying the same fusion strategy for all training
queries and their associated music items. Grid search is then used to find the
optimal fusion strategy which achieves the highest retrieval accuracy.
 DDF is implemented by integrating document-dependent weights with the
above QDIF approach [Li 2011].
 For QDF, four approaches are implement: a class-based QDF approach based
on single-class query matching (QDF-Single) [Kennedy 2005]; another class-
based QDF approach based on mixture-of-classes query matching (QDF-
Mixture) [Yan 2006]; a dynamic-class-based QDF approach which matches
a query using K nearest neighbors (QDF-KNN ) [Xie 2007]; and a regression-
based QDF approach which predicts a fusion strategy for each query using a
regression model (QDF-Reg) [Zhang 2009b].
 For QDDF, both the dual-phase QDDF (D-QDDF ) and the regression-based
QDDF (R-QDDF ) are implemented. D-QDDF was implemented by integrat-
ing document-dependent weights with each of the four QDF approaches.
Since the focus of this work is multimodal fusion using unimodal retrieval systems,
approaches that are used mainly in meta search are not considered.
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5.4.3.2 Training and Evaluation
To train and test QDF approaches, ground truth weights need to be obtained for
every query in the dataset (Section 5.4.1.2). For each query, grid search is applied
to find the fusion weight which produces the highest AP. This weight (also termed
oracle combination weight) is used as the ground truth weight. However, grid search
is too computationally complex for R-QDDF as it requires ground truth weight
for every query-document pair. Therefore, in R-QDDF, the training weight for
query-document pair (qi; di;j) is derived by solving a constrained linear least square





(WTi;j  Si;j   gi;j)2 : (5.18)
Having obtained the ground truth weights of all queries, 200K queries are ran-
domly sampled as the training dataset. The remaining 36973 queries are used for
both validation and testing.
Since many multimodal fusion approaches involve training, training dataset
availability or the effort of constructing such training datasets is a critical con-
cern in real life multimodal retrieval systems. Therefore, it is worthwhile to study
the performance when different amounts of training data are available. In the ex-
periments, different numbers (0.1K, 0.4K, 1.6K, 6.4K, 25.6K, 102.4K, and 200K) of
queries are randomly sampled from the 200K query bank to form different train-
ing datasets. The performances when different approaches are trained using these
training datasets are examined. For R-QDDF, the training samples are the query-
document pairs generated by combining every query and its associated documents.
A random sampling (with a sampling rate of 1=100) is performed among the query-
document pairs of every query in the training datasets. However, for clearer com-
parison, the same notations are used for training sizes when presenting the results
of R-QDDF with other methods.
Evaluation is first performed on validation datasets to determine the optimal
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parameter settings, which are then used for testing. For robust parameter tunning,
the 36973 samples are equally divided into four subsets, and each subset takes turns
being used as the validation dataset, while the others are used for testing. MAP
is computed over all tested samples and then averaged across different folds for
presentation. Since three trials of random sampling are performed for training R-
QDDF models, the presented R-QDDF results for both validation and testing are
the averages across different trials. The average runtime of both D-QDDF and R-
QDDF are also collected. All the experiments are conducted on a DELL Optiplex
755 PC, with a dual-core CPU (Intel Core 2 E6550 @ 2.33GHZ) and 4GB memory.
5.5 Results and Analysis
First, D-QDDF and R-QDDF are independently evaluated under different parame-
ter settings. With their best parameter settings, both QDDF approaches are then
compared with the other approaches. Efficiency of QDDF approaches is also ana-
lyzed and compared.
5.5.1 Dual-phase QDDF (D-QDDF)
Since D-QDDF is implemented by integrating document-dependent weights with
QDF approaches, its performance may be affected by two factors: (1) the different
QDF approaches to derive query-dependent weights and (2) the different methods
used to fuse them. The experiments thus compare the performance of D-QDDF
based on four QDF approaches using both linear fusion (D-QDDF-LNR, in Sec-
tion 5.3.1.5) and multiplication fusion methods (D-QDDF-MUL) [Li 2011].
5.5.1.1 On Effects of Parameter Tuning
Four QDF approaches are first implemented and evaluated using different parame-
ter settings on the validation datasets. For class-based QDF approaches, different
numbers (10i; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 6) of query classes are generated based on oracle com-
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D−QDDF−LNR based on QDF−Single
D−QDDF−LNR based on QDF−Mixture
D−QDDF−LNR based on QDF−KNN
D−QDDF−LNR based on QDF−Reg
Figure 5.5: Retrieval accuracy (MAP) comparison of D-QDDF-LNR approaches
(trained with the dataset of 200K) using different .
bination weights. Different numbers (5i; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 5) of nearest neighbors are
tested for QDF-KNN. For QDF-Reg, m0 = 1; 2; : : : ; 32 training samples are tested
to compute the sub-gradient at each iteration. The parameters yielding the best
performance on validation datasets are adopted: QDF-Single adopts one out of 40
query classes, QDF-Mixture uses top 10 out of 50 query classes, QDF-KNN adopts
5 nearest neighbors, and m0 is set to 5 in QDF-Reg.
The said QDF approaches are then fused with document-dependent weights
to form their respective D-QDDF approaches. Different  (Eq. 5.11) values
( = 0; 0:1; : : : ; 1) are tested to examine the importance of query- and document-
dependent weights in the fusion process. As shown in Figure 5.5, the performances
of all D-QDDF-LNR approaches (using the training dataset of 200K) follow a sim-
ilar trend as  varies and reach the optimum at  = 0:9. The same optimum is
observed using training datasets of different sizes. This importance factor reflects
the primary role of query-dependent weights in the retrieval process but also illus-
trates the necessity for document-dependent weights in improving fusion strategy.
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In the following experiments,  is set to 0.9.












D−QDDF−MUL based on QDF−Single
D−QDDF−LNR based on QDF−Single
QDF−Single
(a) D-QDDF vs QDF-Single












D−QDDF−MUL based on QDF−Mixture
D−QDDF−LNR based on QDF−Mixture
QDF−Mixture
(b) D-QDDF vs QDF-Mixture












D−QDDF−MUL based on QDF−KNN
D−QDDF−LNR based on QDF−KNN
QDF−KNN
(c) D-QDDF vs QDF-KNN












D−QDDF−MUL based on QDF−Reg
D−QDDF−LNR based on QDF−Reg
QDF−Reg
(d) D-QDDF vs QDF-Reg












D−QDDF−MUL based on QDF−Single
D−QDDF−MUL based on QDF−Mixture
D−QDDF−MUL based on QDF−KNN
D−QDDF−MUL based on QDF−Reg
(e) D-QDDF-MUL comparison












D−QDDF−LNR based on QDF−Single
D−QDDF−LNR based on QDF−Mixture
D−QDDF−LNR based on QDF−KNN
D−QDDF−LNR based on QDF−Reg
(f) D-QDDF-LNR comparison
Figure 5.6: Retrieval accuracy (MAP) comparison between D-QDDF and QDF
approaches. (a)  (d) show that by integrating document dependence how much D-
QDDF approaches improve upon the four QDF approaches. (e) and (f) compare the
performance of D-QDDF-MUL and D-QDDF-LNR approaches based on different
QDF approaches.
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5.5.1.2 D-QDDF Evaluation
The performances of D-QDDF-LNR and D-QDDF-MUL are tested with train-
ing datasets of different sizes. As shown in Figure 5.6 (a)  (d), by integrating
document-dependent weights, the performances of QDF-Single, QDF-Mixture, and
QDF-KNN are improved by 2.2%, 1.9%, and 5.5%, respectively, using D-QDDF-
LNR, and by 2.2%, 1.2%, and 6.2%, respectively, using D-QDDF-MUL. D-QDDF-
LNR outperforms QDF-Reg when using training datasets of all sizes with an average
improvement of 1.7%. On the other hand, D-QDDF-MUL improves upon QDF-Reg
by as much as 3.7% when using the training dataset of 0.4K and performs as well
as QDF-Reg when the size of training dataset reaches 6.4K. However, as shown in
the later experiment (Table 5.5), when further comparing their performances with
respect to query types, QDDF approaches can outperform QDF-Reg for most types
of queries.
The performances of all approaches follow an overall ascending trend as the size
of training dataset grows. For example, having more training samples consistently
yields better regression models for both QDF-Reg and the D-QDDF approaches
based on QDF-Reg. The performances of QDF-Single, QDF-Mixture, and QDF-
KNN are not always enhanced with larger datasets as their fusion weights are deter-
mined by a class or several classes of queries. By introducing document-dependent
weights, both D-QDDF-MUL and D-QDDF-LNR exhibit similar performance fluc-
tuations with the corresponding QDF approaches over different training datasets.
This can be explained by the dual-phase learning procedure. Document-dependent
weights, which capture the importance of different modalities of a document, can be
considered as an intrinsic characteristic of a document and is independent of how
query-dependent weights are derived. Therefore, integrating document-dependent
weight does not affect the variances in performance caused by different query train-
ing datasets. Comparing D-QDDF-MUL and D-QDDF-LNR, the latter performs
better when tested with QDF-Single, QDF-Mixture, and QDF-Reg (Figure 5.6 (a),
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(b), (d)) over training datasets of different sizes, and the former slightly outperforms
the latter for QDF-KNN. By adding document dependence linearly, D-QDDF-LNR
is more flexible than D-QDDF-MUL in terms of adjusting the relative importance
between query and document dependence, thus achieving better performance.
Figure 5.6 (e) and (f) compare the retrieval performances of D-QDDF-MUL and
D-QDDF-LNR, respectively, based on different QDF approaches. It can be observed
that D-QDDF approaches based on QDF-Reg achieve the best performances in both
cases and are thus used in the later experiments.
5.5.2 Regression-based QDDF (R-QDDF)
5.5.2.1 On Effects of Parameter Tuning













Figure 5.7: Retrieval accuracy (MAP) of R-QDDF (trained with the dataset of
200K) using different regularization factors () and numbers of chosen samples per
iteration (m0).
R-QDDF is evaluated using different regularization factors ( =
0:0001; 0:001; 0:01) and with different numbers of samples (m0 = 2i, and
i = 0; 1; : : : ; 5) in each iteration the validation datasets. Figure 5.7 compares the
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performance of R-QDDF (using training dataset of 200K) under different parameter
settings and indicates that it is influenced by both factors. As m0 increases, the
performance shows a roughly growing trend. The smoothness of this growth can
be influenced by different regularization factors. For example, after m0 reaches 4,
R-QDDF performs relatively smoothly for  = 0:01 and  = 0:001, but changes
dramatically for  = 0:0001. Grid search determines that the optimal values of
 and m0 to be 0.001 and 8, respectively, for all sizes of training datasets. The
overall performance variances (using the training dataset of 200K) are 0:262 10 6
and 0:026  10 6 across different validation folds and trials of random sampling,
respectively.
5.5.2.2 R-QDDF Evaluation
The performances of R-QDDF is tested using different sizes of training datasets
and queries with different complexities. As shown in Figure 5.8, the overall retrieval

















Figure 5.8: Comparison of retrieval accuracy (MAP) given different query complex-
ities when R-QDDF is trained with datasets of different sizes.
accuracy reveals a smoothly ascending trend as the training data size grows, which is
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Table 5.5: Retrieval accuracy (MAP) of QDDF, QDF, DDF, and QDIF with respect
to query types when the size of training data is 200K. G, M, V, I represent the four
music dimensions: genre, mood, vocalness, and instrument. All indicates all query
types. Bold value represents the highest MAP among all methods given a query
type.
Method All G M V I GM GV GI MV MI VI GMV GMI GVI MVI GMVI
D-QDDF-LNR :327 .639 .486 .562 .848 :326 .349 .438 :398 :447 .474 :284 :304 .326 :347 :258
D-QDDF-MUL .323 .647 .480 .559 .852 .325 :353 .440 .388 .447 :481 .273 .298 :328 .342 .252
R-QDDF .310 :663 .487 :605 :913 .294 .306 .427 .378 .427 .467 .258 .280 .310 .329 .246
QDF-Reg .324 .647 .472 .551 .843 .317 .343 :441 .386 .440 .471 .280 .301 .324 .343 .254
DDF .315 .643 :488 .569 .847 .314 .329 .435 .390 .437 .470 .263 .288 .318 .335 .245
QDIF .311 .653 .473 .555 .844 .283 .297 .433 .374 .430 .469 .257 .287 .323 .331 .247
consistent with the regression-based learning principles. Given queries with different
complexities, the retrieval accuracy shows a similar growing trend across different
training datasets. Moreover, as the query complexity increases, the performance
of R-QDDF decreases. In addition to R-QDDF, the same phenomenon is observed
for all tested approaches (Table 5.5). This is mainly because of the requirement
to match more dimensions and the increasing sparsity of annotated ground truth
relevance for complex queries. Since the training weights of R-QDDF are generated
by comparing fusion scores with their ground truth relevance (Eq. 5.18), sparse
and incomplete ground truth annotations result in sub-optimal training weights.
R-QDDF based on different trials of random sampling shows similar performance.
When using the training dataset of 200K, the overall performance variances are
0:210 10 6 and 0:124 10 6 across different folds and trials, respectively.
5.5.3 QDDF vs. Other Approaches
Table 5.5 compares the retrieval accuracy of the proposed QDDF approaches along
with the three existing methods (QDF, DDF and QDIF) given various query types.
The data shows the performance of the approaches under the best parameter settings
as determined by the evaluation (Section 5.5.1 and Section 5.5.2). t-test is also
conducted to assess whether each QDDF approach significantly improves (indicated
by +<) upon QDF-Reg, DDF, and QDIF (Table 5.6).
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Table 5.6: Improvement t-test of QDDF approaches (D-QDDF-LNR, D-QDDF-
MUL, R-QDDF) over QDF-Reg, DDF, and QDIF with respect to query types when
the size of training data is 200K. G, M, V, I represent four music dimensions: genre,
mood, vocalness, and instrument. All indicates all query types. + or - indicate
QDDF approaches improve or deteriorate the performances of the other approaches.
< represents p < 0:05, while > means p > 0:05.
Method Compared to All G M V I GM GV GI MV MI VI GMV GMI GVI MVI GMVI
D-QDDF-LNR
QDF-Reg +< -< +< +< +< +< +< -> +< +< +> +< +> +> +< +<
DDF +< -> -> -< +> +< +< +> +< +< +< +< +< +< +< +<
QDIF +< -< +< +< +< +< +< +< +< +< +< +< +< +> +< +<
D-QDDF-MUL
QDF-Reg -> +> +< +< +< +< +< -> +> +< +< -< -> +< -> ->
DDF +< +< -< -< +< +< +< +< -> +< +< +< +< +< +< +<
QDIF +< -< +< +< +< +< +< +< +< +< +< +< +< +< +< +<
R-QDDF
QDF-Reg -< +< +< +< +< -< -< -< -< -< -> -< -< -< -< -<
DDF -< +< -> +< +< -< -< -< -< -< -> -< -< -< -< +>
QDIF -> +< +< +< +< +< +< -< +< -> -> +> -< -> -> ->
First, it can be observed that integrating query dependence or document de-
pendence can both improve the retrieval performance. Among these three existing
methods, QDF-Reg and DDF both outperform QDIF, with QDF-Reg achieving
the best overall performance. While QDIF produces better higher MAPs for sin-
gle dimension queries than QDF-Reg, the latter outperforms QDIF for all types of
multi-dimension queries and does so significantly in all but two cases. DDF signifi-
cantly improves QDIF for 11 out of 15 query types without bias towards the query
types being tested, since document dependence is independent of query types. The
comparison between QDF-Reg and DDF highlights the significance of document
dependence in the fusion process especially for simple queries, for which DDF out-
performs QDIF for all but one query type while QDF-Reg is outperformed in all
cases.
When considering both query dependence and document dependence, it is noted
that most of the best performance is achieved by QDDF approaches. D-QDDF-LNR
and D-QDDF-MUL can significantly (Table 5.6) improve QDF-Reg, the best base-
line method, by 1.7% and 1.0% on average, respectively, over all training datasets.
The improvements of D-QDDF-LNR over DDF and QDIF can reach 3.8% and 5.1%,
respectively. Overall, D-QDDF-LNR achieves the best performance among all tested
approaches across both simple queries and complex queries. Regardless of the fusion
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strategy used, D-QDDF can achieve a finer mapping from query/document to fusion
weight and thus yield fusion scores that better mirror the actual document-query
relevance, resulting in superior performance.
In theory, R-QDDF also can benefit from such finer mapping. However, it is
noted that R-QDDF only significantly outperforms all baseline methods (QDF-Reg,
DDF and QDIF) for single-dimension queries, with the average improvements of
5.9%, 4.3%, and 5.4%, respectively. Compared with QDF-Reg, R-QDDF introduces
more document information into the regression model but fails to compete with
QDF-Reg on multiple-dimension queries. By integrating document dependence,
R-QDDF allows documents to contribute to fusion weight derivation but at the
same time expands the training space into the document dimension. Therefore, R-
QDDF calls for much more comprehensive and thorough annotations for effective
training. Meanwhile, because the collected dataset contains more annotations for
single-dimension queries than those for complex queries and because documents
have a larger influence in the query-document pairs of simple queries, R-QDDF’s
performance varies greatly between simple queries and complex queries. By contrast,
D-QDDF explicitly fuses query- and document-dependent weights and avoids this
training process. It thus outperforms R-QDDF on complex queries and also shows
no significant preference among different query types. When comparing the results
on simple queries, D-QDDF still fails to compete with R-QDDF as a result of the
different fusion process – while R-QDDF fuses queries and documents at the feature
level, D-QDDF does not do so until the very end. Therefore, D-QDDF may fail
to identify and retrieve some relevant documents into the corresponding result lists
as it considers less information when measuring the similarity between queries and
documents. When dealing with simple queries, fewer modalities are related and the
effect may thus become more obvious.
In summary, both R-QDDF and D-QDDF demonstrate the potential of docu-
ment dependence but require better annotations and more effective fusion methods
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for effective multimodal fusion.
5.5.4 Efficiency Study
Efficiency is an important measure of information retrieval systems. The computa-
tional complexity of D-QDDF and R-QDDF are both analyzed.
5.5.4.1 Efficiency Analysis of D-QDDF
Aside from calculating query-dependent weights, the most computationally intensive
components of D-QDDF are: oﬄine document-dependent weight derivation and
online weight fusion.
Let D denote the document collection andM the music social query space. Tex-
tual descriptive ability derivation is implemented by first building a sorted index of
all the keywords in M then checking the existence of each word in the metadata
of a document. Therefore, the computation complexity of this step for all docu-
ments is O(jM j log jM j + jDj log jM j), where  is the average number of words
in the metadata of a document. Generally,   jM j, and the complexity thus
becomes O(jM j log jM j + jDj log jM j). To learn the relative scores between dif-
ferent modalities, jQj queries are generated and n retrieval experts are used to
retrieve relevant documents, resulting in O(njQjjDj). Weight generation from de-
scriptive abilities takes O(njDj). Therefore, the total time complexity of calculating
document-dependent weights for all documents is
O(jM j log jM j+ jDj log jM j) +O(njQjjDj) +O(njDj) : (5.19)
Since queries are generated from the music social query space, the following relation
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exists between jQj and jM j.












where jQT j denotes the total number of queries that can be generated from the
space, and jMavj  jM j=(n=2) represents the average number of keywords in each




Since the number of retrieval experts n is generally small, the computational com-
plexity is largely dependent on the size of the document database and the music
social query space. In this study, the complete procedure took 550.725s (textual
descriptive ability derivation: 30.192s; relative score learning: 519.910s; weight gen-
eration: 0.623s).
Given the weights from both queries and documents, the computational com-
plexity of weight fusion is O(n) for each query-document pair. In the experiment,
the average weight fusion time for a query-document pair is 0.020ms and 0.018ms
in D-QDDF-MUL and D-QDDF-LNR, respectively.
5.5.4.2 Efficiency Analysis of R-QDDF
The R-QDDF approach involves regression model training and prediction. The
training time using different datasets and the average prediction time for each query-
document pair can be found in Table 5.7. Since a further sampling is performed from
all the query-document pairs for training, the training time is the average runtime
of three random sampling trials.
As shown in Table 5.7, there is no significant change in the runtime for both train-
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Table 5.7: Training time and average prediction time (per query-document pair)
of R-QDDF when using training datasets of different sizes. No. denotes the size of
different training datasets  = 3:4 105.
No.(*) 0.1 0.4 1.6 6.4 25.6 102.4 200
Training(s) 6.360 5.930 7.910 8.330 8.260 10.370 9.310
Prediction(ms) 0.074 0.078 0.079 0.082 0.082 0.083 0.082
ing and prediction as the training dataset gets larger. This can be explained by the
learning principle of Pegasos. As analyzed in [Zhang 2009b, Shalev-Shwartz 2007,
Shalev-Shwartz 2008], regression Pegasos takes O(1=(")) iterations to achieve an
"-accurate solution. Therefore, the training complexity is O(m0jVj=(")), where
jVj denotes the size of the feature vector of a query-document pair. Theoretically,
the runtime of regression Pegasos is independent of the size of training dataset, and
it would reveal a reduced training time to achieve a certain generalization perfor-
mance when the training dataset gets larger [Shalev-Shwartz 2008]. Given a trained
regression Pegasos model, the prediction is calculated by the inner product of the
model weight vectors and the feature vectors of testing query-document pairs, which
results in O(njVj) for each testing sample. The efficient training process and the
linear prediction make R-QDDF scalable to large datasets and practical for real-life
multimodal retrieval systems online.
5.5.5 Discussion
As the effectiveness study shows, both D-QDDF and R-QDDF are able to improve
existing multimodal fusion approaches with respect to query types. In theory, D-
QDDF cannot always derive the optimal fusion strategy by explicitly fusing query-
and document-dependent weights. However, it can easily leverage existing QDF
and DDF approaches and has achieved promising results for complex queries when
compared to other approaches. R-QDDF can derive the optimal fusion strategy in
theory, but in reality its efficacy is compromised by the need for comprehensively
and thoroughly annotated training samples. Therefore, its performance may vary
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among queries with different complexities. For example, experimental results have
shown that R-QDDF consistently outperforms other approaches for simple queries.
For efficiency analysis, both approaches take a linear run time for testing. How-
ever, R-QDDF is more flexible when adapting to larger databases due to its in-
trinsic efficiency in both training and prediction. D-QDDF enjoys good efficiency
when the document database is static. When documents are frequently updated or
new documents join the database, incremental updates, such as those using weight
propagation based on document similarity measure between new documents and the
database, can be implemented to avoid a thorough update of the database docu-
ments. Another possible approach would be to first derive the descriptive abilities
for textual modalities of these new documents and then adopt an average content-
to-text ratio to calculate document-dependent weights. Complete update of all
documents can be done when the number of new (or newly updated) documents
reach a certain ratio.
Both D-QDDF and R-QDDF can be easily parallelized to further reduce their
computational complexity. For instance, since each retrieval expert retrieves relevant
documents on a particular modality, the retrieval processes of multiple experts can
be parallelized. In addition, the weight calculation for queries and documents in
D-QDDF can also function in parallel.
QDDF generalizes QDF, DDF, and QDIF approaches by considering the depen-
dence of both queries and documents. As a general multimodal fusion framework,
it can be applied to not only music retrieval but also other scenarios, such as web,
image, video retrieval. As metadata and content are common modalities of different
multimedia documents (e.g., image, videos), the proposed methods (i.e., dual-phase
QDDF and regression-based QDDF) can be directly applied to these applications.
The key step is to construct a social query space that comprehensively covers mul-
tiple modalities of the studied media documents. This way, in D-QDDF, the de-
scriptive abilities of multiple modalities can be accurately captured, and R-QDDF
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model can also be trained with sufficient data. A similar method based on folkson-
omy data can be adopted to build such social query spaces. However, as the type
and number of modalities may vary significantly across different media documents,
building such social query spaces using purely folksonomy data may be challeng-
ing. For example, most tags of an image are related to the names of objects within
the image, while texture information appears as tags far less frequently. Therefore,
multiple online resources (such as tags, comments, descriptions) and the semantic
relations between different resources need to be explored. Human efforts may also
be required to ensure the correctness and completeness of different modalities.
5.6 Summary
For the first time, document dependence is integrated into fusion weight derivation
in multimodal fusion. A general multimodal fusion framework QDDF is proposed,
which can derive the optimal fusion strategy for each query-document pair by incor-
porating the content of both queries and documents. Existing approaches, such as
QDF, DDF, and QDIF, are in fact special cases of QDDF when it relaxes the fusion
weight dependence on documents, queries or both. The proposed method achieves
the finest mapping from query/document to fusion weight than existing methods
and allows each document to combine different modalities in the optimal way under
different query contexts.
To derive fusion strategy, two approaches: D-QDDF and R-QDDF have been
proposed. Experimental results show D-QDDF can outperform the other approaches
under most query types. While it mainly relies on query-dependent weights, it is
found that document-dependent weights are instrumental in enhancing multime-
dia fusion performance. R-QDDF is superior in handling single-dimension queries.
Efficiency results also show the scalability of both approaches over large datasets.
In various retrieval applications, different music modalities can be easily integrated
into the current framework. Moreover, since the investigated modalities are common
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among most multimedia documents, both D-QDDF and R-QDDF can be extended
to other multimedia documents in different multimodal retrieval applications, such




In an effort to improve multimodal music information retrieval, I have learned about
the approaches and techniques employed in various aspects (e.g., query methods,
audio content analysis, multimodal fusion) of the music retrieval process.
I have developed several approaches with the vision that a better utilization
of related queries and music content can boost information retrieval performances,
and I have also successfully applied and evaluated my approaches under different
retrieval scenarios.
First, I have developed a multimodal music retrieval system tailored for the spe-
cific music dimensions required in therapeutic gait training for Parkinson’s disease
(PD) patients. Music content analysis on different music dimensions are studied
and improved. Unlike general music search, specific domain search can involve very
different sets of dimensions and requirements depending on that particular need of
the users. The corresponding query methods, matching sense, and output format
may also vary significantly. With the help of music therapists, I have distilled the
requirement of PD gait training into three musical dimensions: tempo, ethnic style,
and beat strength. A customizable music search interface based on these dimensions
is developed to accurately obtain users’ information needs and retrieve the matched
music. As such information (e.g., tempo, beat strength) rarely appears in music
metadata, more focus has been put on evaluating and developing effective audio
content-based methods to extract or estimate such information for each song. Be-
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cause no available dataset contains annotations on the required music dimensions,
a music dataset is also constructed by first gathering online music and then anno-
tating such music from these dimensions. Multiple state-of-the-art algorithms have
been evaluated and compared using the collected dataset. A perception-based algo-
rithm is proposed to correct the double/half octave errors made by existing tempo
estimation algorithms. The improved tempo estimation performance indicates that
perceived music speed is correlated to music tempo to some extent and helps deter-
mine the dominant metrical levels. Finally, a tempo evaluation tool is also provided
for users to efficiently verify the correctness of results. Objective evaluation results
indicate that the proposed system can effectively retrieve songs with the desired
music dimensions. The user study clearly indicates that subjects are satisfied with
the retrieval results. Two music therapists also confirm the usability of the proposed
system for gait training.
Audio quality is another music dimension that matters to users when retrieving
online music. I thus investigate how audio quality can be assessed for online music
through content analysis. As it is difficult to find reference audio samples for online
music, a no-reference audio quality assessment method is proposed by formulating
the assessment procedure as a ranking problem. Several learning-to-rank methods
are then used to model the relation between different audio features and the audio
quality. As no benchmarking dataset is available for this study, two music datasets
have been established annotated: a collection of 500 live music recordings with
human annotations obtained via a web-based interface; and a database of 2,400
synthetically altered live music recordings in eight different quality conditions. Both
objective and subjective evaluations are conducted and demonstrate the effectiveness
and the usability of the proposed approaches.
As multiple music dimensions in different modalities may relate to queries, I also
study how different modalities can be effectively combined and propose a general
multimodal fusion framework, query-document-dependent fusion (QDDF). QDDF
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is able to derive the optimal fusion strategy for each query-document pair. This
framework generalizes existing multimodal fusion approaches and achieves the finest
mapping from query/document to fusion strategy. I introduced document depen-
dence into the fusion weight derivation and also investigated how document con-
tent contributes to deriving better multimodal fusion strategy. I developed two
approaches to derive the fusion weight of QDDF. In the dual-phase QDDF, the
descriptive ability of different modalities of a document is first calculated to derive
document-dependent weights, and the document weights are then explicitly fused
with query-dependent weights. The regression-based QDDF determines the fusion
weights via a regression model. Through experiments, both methods have demon-
strated their effectiveness in improving retrieval performance. The regression-based
QDDF is superior in handling single-dimension queries, and the dual-phase QDDF
outperforms existing approaches under most query types. It is found that query-
dependent weights play a significant role and document-dependent weights are in-
strumental in improving multimedia fusion. The efficiency study demonstrates that
QDDF is scalable over large data sets.
6.2 Future Challenges
I have studied multiple aspects that can influence the performance of multimodal
music retrieval systems. These aspects are and will continue to be the challenges
faced by researchers when developing other music retrieval systems in different ap-
plication scenarios.
 Understanding users’ information needs. Since user queries convey real infor-
mation needs, how to accurately capture and understand them plays a key
role in identifying the relevant modalities and the appropriate multimodal fu-
sion approaches. Especially for music applications in specific domains, where
a query may contain different focuses or relate to music dimensions that are
not addressed by existing music search engines, discovering and fusing re-
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lated modalities have a significant effect on retrieval performance. Therefore,
novel query input methods and more user-friendly search interfaces need to
be developed based on the required music dimensions. In this way, users can
interact with the system and describe their information needs better. Future
retrieval systems must find the balance between the flexible user interactions
and the amount of user efforts.
 Developing more musically meaningful, flexible, and appropriate representa-
tions and improving the similarity measure between queries and documents.
Both music representation and similarity measure are critical steps in uni-
modal and multimodal music information retrieval. However, there is still a
significant semantic gap between the representations (e.g., low-level audio fea-
tures) currently used and the concepts and languages of users. For example,
how different audio features relate to the variety of music styles or mood is
still left as an open problem. Some music abstractions or representations may
not make sense to musically untrained users and cannot capture the essential
aspects of music very well. In domain- and task-specific applications, general
representations may not be appropriate. Moreover, most of these represen-
tations are created for describing Western music. Therefore, there is a need
to create adaptable and flexible representations for a full range of cultures
and musical styles by comprehensively studying music content in different
modalities. Good music representations can motivate more effective similar-
ity measure methods to be developed. Hence, the similarity between queries
and music documents can be measured more accurately, and more relevant
documents can also be identified and retrieved.
 Improving multimodal fusion methods to enable different modalities to com-
plement each other better. My research has mainly explored multimodal
fusion at the decision level. Experimental results have demonstrated that
tuning fusion weights of different ranked lists can indeed help to rank rele-
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vant documents better. However, the proposed work is limited by the retrieval
performance of the unimodal retrieval experts. Therefore, fusion methods at
different levels can also be investigated to retrieve more relevant documents at
an earlier stage. For example, as music data exists simultaneously in different
modalities, using joint representations or models to process this data becomes
a popular and also challenging research topic. In addition to feature-level fu-
sion methods, different modalities can also be fused at the semantic level, as
they all contribute to document understanding. Effective cross-disciplinary
transfer of methodology from other domains, such as text retrieval and speech
processing, is also worth exploring.
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